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HUSA Presi4edtand Vice President
Marilyn Hoose!\ and Q. Torah Jackson ill,
meet with The Hilltop Editorial Board ..
See Campus A6
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in their own section away from mainstream

books.
"I sometimes have a hard time trying to get
certain bookstore chains to even place my book
in the black section at all," said E. Lynn Harris, who is the author of several books about
black gay males .
Many ofthe authors discussed their motivation for writing and how their careers began.
"Writing was a hobby for me,'' McMillan said.
She is the author of best selling books such as
"Waiting To Exhale" and "How Stella Got Her
Grove Back." "I did it because it made me feel
better because I had no avenues to vent," she
said.
McCall, author of "Makes Me Wanna
Holler" and "What's Going On" said he wrote
for similar reasons, "I used my writing as a way
to transfer my anger," McCall said.
Many students enjoyed the conference. "I was
very in1pressed with the authors and the inlDrmation that they presented," Amanda Miller, a
said. lvliller 1vas at the conference to meet her
favorite author McMillan.
"I can't wait to meet her and get my book
signed,'' she sajd.

'

By JASON T. SMITH
·Managing Editor

n honor of Black History month, the Howard
University bookstore is hosting a series of
events featuring prominent African-American authors. The first event of the month took
place Wednesday, a videoconference and book
signing featuring authors, Terry McMillan, E.
Lynn Harris, and Nathan McCall.
The videoconference, which was titled
"Beyond the Dream XJII: "Becoming a Best
Seller," was sponsored by Black Issues In Higher Education and Black Book Review and
n1oderated by Carol Randolph. The videoconference also featured author BeBe Moore Campbell and Cheryl Woodruff, the vice president of
OneWorld Publishing.
The conference dealt with a variety of issues
ranging from what it takes to be a successful
black author and how to remain focused
to the
•
fact that in bookstores, black authors are placed

freshrnan English major and aspiring writer
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President H. Patrick S,,J,gert st~es lia·1ds ,, iU1 fiction no, elist E. I.yon Harris, \-Vednesda)' at The lloward
Unh·ersity Bookstore. The e,·ent aslo included autho.rs Torry McMillan and Nathan l\1cCall.
1

As the scheduled tin1e for the signing
approached, the Howard University bookstore

was filled to capacity with corrunuriity members
See AUTHORS, A4

T e only black presidential candiadiate Alan Keyes finished fourth in
the first primary of the season.
See Nation & World, A 7

Elections
C h a i r
Declared
Ineligible
General Assembly Elections chair
'Jyrrell LJ. Eiland was removed from
his post Wednesday after Assembly
members
found he
did
not
meet acad.
e m 1 c
requirements.
T h e
quiet ouster
of
the
weeks-old
chair was
the first 'fyrrell Eiland
glitch in a
can1pa1gn
season poised to start this Monday
with elections set for early March.
His ineligibility was confirmed
Friday by the Office of Student
Activities after a memo from HUSA
President Marilyn Hoosen was sent
to the office seeking Eiland 's confumation. Dr. Franklin Chambers
responded with a memo saying that
Eiland fell short of the academic
requirements to hold the position.
Chambers was unavailable for
comment early this week.
HUSA officials will be accepting
applications for the position until
noon Monday, HUSA Vice President Q. Torah Jackson, said. The
Assembly wilJ vote on a new chair
during an emergency meeting to be
held that night.
News ol the opcn\ng

\\''.i&.

sp1..eaJ.

slowly by word-of-mouth this week,
while some students wondered bow
HUSA "'ould attract n1ore applicants
to the job.
See ELECTIONS, A4

Office of Student Activities Improves Campus Life
By JASON T. S~11TH
Managing Editor

SENIOR PROFILE

-

,

Bienvenido "Benny" Lebron
appears in the first of the new series
''Senior Profiles''.

Photo By Eric Hall
The Office of Student Activities, sho~n here hard at work, has had 1nore activities for students this acaden1ic year than in the past
hvo years.

The walk leading to Cramton Auditoriurn was lined with
red carpet while search lights felt their way across the fall
evening sky. The building was dolled up with movie posters
and had been transforn1ed fro1n a auditorium accuston1ed to
concerts and)lageants into a movie auditorium fit for a Hollywood premier.
The sneak preview of "Life" at Howard last sen1ester was
n1eant to not only introduce the movie into the market, but
was also meant to whet tl1e appetite of students for more oncrunpus activities this semester.
And the lavish props for the "Life" premier would set the
tone for the entire semester.
"This is Ho,vard. Everything we do, we do with a touch
of class," Acting Activities Director Terrance Sa,nuels said.
The office that has traditionally played second fiddle to student sponsored programs, has recently moved to plan more
activities for students this academic year than in the past twu
years. The small office has been quietly toasted by son1e as
a prime example of a Howard who does more with much less.
Staffed by four full-timers, three graduate assistants, and
at least four work study students, the only budget for the office
goes primarily to the printing of the H-Book and office supplies, said Samuels.
"We have no programming budget. ... Yet if you look what
we have done in the past two years you would think we had
See ACTIVITIES, AS

See Lifestyles, BI

READYTO
RUMBLE

Young Black Men in Baggy Pants said Jenkins, Rams Complete
to be 'Dangerous Looking' for DC Super Bowl Quest
By SHERYL ROBERTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

WW.f's new TV sho,v "Smack
Down" takes HU by storm.
See SportsWeek, BS

l

Due to a recent increase in violence against taxicab drivers, District of Columbia Taxicab Commissioner, Sandra Seegars, has
warned drivers to be selective
when choosing passengers.
"Dangerous looking" passengers and "dangerous neighborhoods" should be avoided by cabbies, Seegars recently told the
Washington Post.
Seegars' "dangerous looking"
description will cause a number
of Howard University male students to be ignored by taxi cab
drivers in the District. SeegaJs
defines a dangerous looking person as," a young black guy, okay,
with his hat on backwards, shirttail hanging down longer than his

I

By WILLIAM BRYANT
Special To The Hilltop

Photo By Eric Hall
DC Tuxicab Commissioner, Sara Seegars has warned cab drivers to be weary of
young black n1en.

coat, baggy pants down below
his underwear and unlaced tennis
shoes. "That's the look," Seegars
further explained.

Many feel that the warning
given by Seegars, an African American woman, is
See CABS, AS

The St. Louis Rams 2000 triumphant 23-16 victory over the Tennessee Titans in Super Bowl XXXIV
may go down as one of the best
games in Super Bowl history. The
Rams stopped Titans wide receiver
Kevin Dyson on the two-yard line on
the last play of the game to secure to
Rams victory and first championship
for the St. Louis franchise.
Former Howard University strong
safety Billy Jenkins had one of his
best games wearing the Rams unifor111. The tl1ird year player led the
Rams with 12 tack.Jes and helped
prevent Titans quarterback Steve
McNair and Tunnessee from sending
the game to overtin1e. After the
game, a jubilant Jenkins was seen

Billy Jenkins.

hugging several of his Rams teammates in the locker roon1.
"It is an unbelievable feeling to
win the Super Bowl," said Jenkins.
See JENKINS, AS
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While hundreds slept in the Boland
HalJ.dormitory the morning of Jan.
1~. a fire broke out around 4:30 a.m.
'
on tbe third floor causing the alarms
to sound throughout the building.
D~e Y.' 18 previous false alarms, the
640 ,residents
of the freshman dor.
mitory had beco1ne complacent with
the sound and were reluctant to take
heed of the alarm, said residents. ·
Three students died and 58 were
injured in the fatal blaze at Seton Hall
University in South Orange, N.J. The
cause of the fue is still under investigation, but the reasoning for the
blaze's fatal outcomes has been
accredited to the numerous false
alarms. The incident has left some
Ho11<arc\ students wondering if such
a tragedy could replay in their dormitories.
Bethune Annex, Carver Hall, Cook
'
Hall, Drew
Hall, Howard Plaza Tow. '
ers, Meridian Hill Hall and the Tubman Quadrangle could not supply a

.

I

l

count of ibis school year's false
alarms in the dormitories.
The Community Director of the
Quad, Donna Green, said that she has
been a staff member at the Quad for
little over a year and false alarms are
''infrequent.''

Reginald Ball, receptionist at Cook
Hall said, "We have some response to
fire alarms, but not I 00 percent. I
think that it is due in part to the frequency of them."
Gladys Perez, a freshman nursing
major, is a resident at M'eridian Hill.
She said her only recollection of the
frre alarms going off was during a
chemical spill last semester.
"Nobody took it seriously," Perez
said. She explained that although the
resident assistants went around
knocking on the doors and announcements were made to evacuate the
building, students were still reluctant
to leave their rooms. Some students
prolonged their departure by stopping to gather their things.
In the event that alarms should
sound again, Perez said that she feels

students will be adamant about leaving the dormitory.
Just last week alarms -sounded in
the West Towers due to a smoke
bomb on the 7th floor. The front desk
attendant, Margie Harrod, said that
during the 10 to 15 minutes the
alarms rang, no one left the building.
Alison Wilson, sophomore biology
major, lives in the West Towers. Wilson said that she can remember the
fire alarm going off in the building
six times since August. She did not
feel that it was ever anything major,
because the sprinklers on her floor
have never been activated.
"(During) the first alarm people
went down to the lobby to see what
was going on; after the fifth or sixth
time people were just like whatever,"
Wilson said.
Larry Freelow, property manager of
the Howard Plaza Towers, said that
there have been three incidents in
the Towers this year, but it was never
anything serious.
"One person was removed from the
building for burning candles," said

Freelow, "And the other two involved
cooking." Freelow said that those
responsible were held financially
liable for the restoring of their rooms
and other rooms that were damaged.
Freelow said that no real damage
was incurred due to the fires. There
has been some water damage due to
the sprinkler system mandated by
the city for dormitories.
Free!ow said that the staff of the
Towers has tried to stress the seriousness of the fire alarms sounding
through floor meetings and having
fue safety information available in
the building. They also try to discourage students from falsely setting off the alarm.
"False alarms are usually set off by
non-residents, and if it is a resident
we will remove them from the Towers," Freelow said. "There is also a
$1,000 fine charged by the D.C. Fire
Department."
Photo By Eric Hall
Dom1 residents are becon1ing con1placent with fire safety.
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JCPenney
Co-Sponsors
Retreat
for
Business
Student
Leaders
'
By Mia Somersall
Hilltop Staff Writer

l

JCPenney and the 21st Century
Advantage Program from the School
of Business sponsored a two-day
retreat last weekend for approximately 50 student corporate team
leaders in the school.
The 21st Century Advantage Program is designed to bridge the gap
between Howard students and corporate America.
On the frrst day of the trip to Hunt
Valley, Maryland there were discussions between the team leaders and

I

I

I
I

i

the academic deans from the School
of Business in order to improve the
quality of education and personal
growth within the school. The second
day treated the team leaders to personal development workshops, an
overview of the JCPenney company
and a fashion show.
One of the two workshops held during the retreat focused on people
skills. Debbie Piorkowski, one of
three JCPenney representatives on
hand , said that there are four types
of personalities ; askers, tellers, nonemotional people, and emoters (emotional individuals).

In assessing these character traits in
oneself and others, the students said
they learned how to more effectively deal with co-workers, bosses, and
customers.
In the second workshop, representatives organized grollp exercises that

were designed to strengthen the skill
of public speaking. Piorkowski, along
with other JCPenney representatives,
had the team leaders practice speaking about random topics while steadily holding eye contact with each
other.
"[The exercise] made us enact selfreflection," said sophomore Dakira

Richardson. "Even now when I'm
doing little things the knowledge I've
gained makes me think about the
kinds of personality trails in myself
and the people I interact with."
The representatives also introduced
a way of learning about vocal dynamics when they asked students to repeat
their social security numbers with
various dynan1ics such as fast-pace
and an inflection towards anger. The
exercise taught the team leaders the
correct voice tone when addressing
employees.
Later in the day representatives discussed the career opportuniti~s with-

in JCPenney from internship level to
top positions. The representatives
said usually they promote from within their company.
Junior Annie Moyer said that she
gained a lot of knowledge from the
representatives about how fast a person can move up in position at the
company. She said that she had not
thought about working with JCPenney until the retreat but now she is
considering the company.
After the training sessions, some
students hit the runway to model the
latest JCPenney fashion. The students were able to sport clothes that

ranged from the classic dark blue
business suit to sun-dresses.
Sophomore April Hill said that
JCPenney helped to enliven the mood
from the business aspect to a more
upbeat atmosphere.
"I was impressed by the energy of
the representatives," she said.
Hill also said that she learned a
substantial amount about the JCPenney company as a result of the retreat.
Hill said the trip changed her impression about what the company has to
offer.

I
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Howard Students Find Their Niche
: As Entertainment Representatives
•
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FARAH ANTOINE

Hilltop Staff Writer
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Each day on campus students are constantly handed
flyers. cassette tapes, records and posters by student representatives from son1e of the country's biggest record
companies. Many student reps currently use Howard's
ca1npus to promote today's n1ost popular artists.
Tania Chess, Cathy Jerome, Duane Richardson, and
Justin Tonner are college representatives for <\tlantic
Records, Def Jain, Universal Music Group, and Bad
Boy Entertainment respectively.
Chess, a junior telecommunications 1nanagement
major fron1 the Bronx, started as a high school intern.
She work in the promotions department at Motown
Records. After working at Sony/Epic in New York, she
got a job as a marketing representative for Atlantic
Records. Chess has pro1noted artists like Lil' Kim. Lil'
Cease, Malik Pendleton, and 11·ick Daddy.
''! can sell you a drean1," Chess said.
, Jeron1e js a junior interbational business n1ajor fron1
Miami. Fla. She started as a back up dancer for reggae
l)rtist Patra. Jerome did promotional work touring with
\he singer.
. Jerome, who appeared in Lil' Kim's "Ladies' Night''
video, said she wants to coinbine her experience in the
entertainment industry and her business savvy to pursue a career in entertainment law. "If you are going to
&e in the music business, it has to be son1ething you
love," Jerome said.
Presently, Jerome works as a college rep. fur Def Jam,
promoting artists such as Method Man, Redman, Foxy
Brown, L.L. Cool J, and Jay-Z.
. Tonner. a sophon1ore marketing major from Atlanta,

Ga. recently became a college rep. for Bad Boy Entertainment in August. Already he has coordinated an
autograph session for recording artist 112 on campus.
Tonner also helped to promote album release parties tor
Puff Daddy and Lil' Cease's at D.C Live night club.
Taru1er was also discovered in high school. He ,vas
break dancing in a local talent show. Not long after that,
he was recruited to promote artists from Cash Money
Records and Busta Rhy,nes. Today. Tonner pron1otes
artists like Total, Carl Thomas, Notorious B.I.G. and
Jerome.
Richardson has been working in the industry the
longest. Richardson, now a junior radio-television and
film major started as a freshman at his high school in
New York. He has used some of the money he made
from promoting albun1s to pay for school. Richardson
is now an urban college rep. fur Universal Music Group
All of the reps. said determination is a key ingredient for their jobs. They all agreed the entertairunent
business is not an easy business to break into. ''I wanted to get niy foot in the door," Jerome said. All college
rep. positions are unpaid. but there is a lot of work. They
are responsible for pron1oting concerts and album
release parties and handing out materials.
All four of then1 are full time students. They have to
n1anage school, work and extra curricular activities.
Jerome for instance is president of the Haitian Student
Association. Tonner is a promotional assistant for
WHBC radio. Richardson is currently involved ,vith a
rap group called the Freestyle Union. During the break
he perforn1ed during America's Millennium on the
Mall.

Yoga Classes Help Students
Connect with Body and Soul
By ANGELA DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Wednesday nights at 9pm is a time
for studying for many students, but
for other it is a time for relaxation. It
presents a chance to forget about
tests, studying and anyhting else
associated with being a student.
Every Wednesday in the Howard
Plaza Towers comn1unity room stu-

dents are invited to parlicpate in free
yoga classes. "To particicpate in
yoga all you need is an open mind
and an open heart," Dada Vishvarupananda, teacher of the class said.
"Yoga is all about being in the
moment and living in the moment,"
Vishvarupananda said.
The music is slow entering the
room. It drwons out the feign! sound
of breathing a subtle movements.
"Try and settle and pose," Vishvarupanada told Wednesday's class.
Yoga is a means of relaxation for the
muscles of the body. Some students
agree that yoga helps them calm theselves after a hard day. "I encourage
others to come, with classes and
other activities you need to relax,"
CleveMesidor, participating in his
• first class said.
Yoga, exhalation of the breathe

allowstension to free themselves,
along with gentle slow moven1ents,

and total concentration participants
areable to clear their nlinds in the
mist of chaos withclasses. Yoga is a
positive

alternative

to

homework,classes, jobs and most of
all it is an opportunity lofree your
mind, Vishv'arupananda said

''I encourage others to come, with
classes and other
activities you need
to relax,"
--CleveMesidor
Deep relaxation al the end of the
session allows the body 10 assimilate
and receive the enjoyment of being
still in the body and mind. Before
total relaxation the student n1ust
stretch totally relaxing the body
allowing gravity to pull the body and
lets the body be still to release the
tightness and take away the tension.
In the deep relaxation it feels like
muscles are melting, Vishvaru-

pananda said.
Yoga is good for health reasons,too,
Vishvarupananda said. For instance,

it serves as therapy for the spinal
cord. Yoga works on the primary
organs of the body such as the heart
and lungs. Yoga is also good for older
people who have jammed-up bones
from old age.
In yoga the mind, body and soulworic together The connection of the
three helps to releave tension.
One of the most in1portant rituals
incorporated into yoga is the breathing. The idea of breathing in Yoga is
the n1ore relax and calm your breath
is your mind will becon1e equally
calms and relaxed, Vishrupnanada
said.
Vishrupanada is an expert, too. He
is a 43 year-old 1nonk for1n England.
Since 1975, he has been studying
yoga.
Although Vishrupanada has aged
in natural life, he stays young mentally through Yoga. Tuaching students
was nothing for him, he said. Young
people are open 1ninded, he said and
older people tend lo have fixed lives
and are not looking to change them.

Online Bookstores vs. Campus Bookstores: Which is the Better Buy?
By Le.UREN B. ANDERSON
HilltQp.St~ff Writer

I

'

With the recent arrival of online
bookstores, students are now faced
with a variety of new choices. Online
bookstores promise, more affordable
books without the "hassle" of waiting in line at a campus bookstore.
Campus stores, who traditionally

'

'

provide service to students maintain

"

I

that through them there is no shipping
charge and not only can you see what
you are getting before you buy the
book, but the deals offered on online
bookstores are not all that they are
cracked up to be.
Three of the most popular online
bookstores are varsitybooks.com,

.

-

bigwords.com, and efollet.com.
While all three were different, each
has it's advantages
and disadvantages.
varsitybooks.com, the most well
known of the online bookstores,
offers a job search and applications
for scholarships, in addition to books.
Descriptions are given of each book
to better help you understand what
you are buying. However, varsitybooks.com does not buy back books
or sell used books. An additional fee
for shipping and handling is added
with each order.
efollet.com, is owned by Follet
books, who are owners of n1any campus bookstores across the country.
efollet.com does not buy back books,

'

but the site refers you to a book store
near you who will. Efollet sells used
books in addition to new and does
charge for shipping and handling.
BigWords.com, is one of the newer
services that offers text books to students. There is no shipping and handling fee on books delivered with
normal speed ( 3-5 days).
Bigwords offers new and used
books. Returns are honored within 14
days of the receipt and cash or credit are offered to customers who are
returning or selling books back to the
company.
Those who choose to accept a credit will receive a 30 percent bonus in
addition to the selling price of the
books they buy in the future. The

description of the books offered is not
very thorough and it may be easy to
get confused when purchasing.
Among the many gripes campus
book stores have with the online services are that they sometimes do not
have the complete sets that the campus stores may have. This may be
cause for confusion by many students.
For example, Mosaicos, one of the
text books used for Spanish classes at
Howard University is offered at the
bookstore and is included with a lab
n1anual, and workbooks. Online, the
hard cover, the lab manual and the
workbooks are sold separately and
may turn out to be more expensive.
Campus bookstores are also conve-

nient because they are located within walking distance of most students
and therefor charge no shipping and
handling fees.
,
Also, some advertising that may be
used on the Web sites is tricky and
not
always
accurate.
Varsitybooks.com is currently being
sued for false advertising. While Varsity claims to offer textbooks up to 40
percent off, in actuality only a small
percentage of them are offered at
those prices.
The student response to the bookstores is good. Tora Curtis a freshman
legal con1munications major used
amazon .com and was satisfied with
her experience. Although she said
the prices were about the same, they

don't charge delivery.
"On days that you don't feel like
walking to the bookstore, you call
them and it will be here the next
day." she said.
"My mo1n ordered my books, but
she said, over all it was good." said
Jamila Morgan, a freshman Broadcast Journalism major. "Some of the
instructions to go about buying the
books were confusing but we saved
a lot of money and the books got here
fast."

'
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D. ESTERS

Cjty/Nation & World Editor
While hundreds slept in the Boland
Hal1,d9rmitory the morning of Jan.
1:=!,afire broke out around 4:30 a.m.
011 t~e third floor causing the alarins
to sound throughout the building.
Due
' to
, ,.. 18 previous false alarms, the
640 residents of the freshman dormitory had become complacent with
the sound and were reluctant to take
heed of the alarm, said residents. ·
Three students died and 58 were
injured in the fatal blaze at Seton Hall
University in South Orange, N.J. The
cause of the fire is still under investigation, but the reasoning for the
blaze's fatal outcomes has been
accredited to the numerous false
alarms. The incident has left some
Ho\"ai;d students wondering if such
a tfagtdy could replay in their dor,

'I

mitories.

Bethune Annex, Carver Hall, Cook
Hall, J?rew Hall, Howard Plaza Towers, Meridian Hill Hall and the Tubman Quadrangle could not supply a
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count of this school year's false
alarms in the dormitories.
The Community Director of the
Quad, Donna Green, said that she has
been a staff member at the Quad for
little over a year and false alarms are
''infrequent.''
Reginald Ball, receptionist at Cook
Hall said, "We have some response to
fire alarms, but not I 00 percent. I
think that it is due in part to the frequency of them."
Gladys Perez, a freshman nursing
major, is a resident at Meridian Hill.
She said her only recollection of the
fire alarms going off was during a
chemical spill last semester.
"Nobody took it seriously," Perez
said. She explained that although the
resident assistants went around

knocking on the doors and announcements were made to evacuate the

building, students were still reluctant
to leave their rooms. Some students
prolonged their departure by stopping to gather their things.
In the event that alarms should
sound again, Perez said that she feels
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students will be adamant about leaving the dormitory.
Just last week alarms, .sounded in
the West Towers due to a smoke
bomb on the 7th floor. The front desk
attendant, Margie Harrod, said that
during the JO to 15 minutes the
alarms rang, no one left the building.
Alison Wilson, sophomore biology
major, lives in the West Towers. Wilson said that she can remember the
fire alarm going off in the building
six times since August. She did not
feel that it was ever anything major,
because the sprinklers on her floor
have never been activated.
"(During) the first alarm people
went down to the lobby to see what
was going on; after the fifth or sixth
time people were just like whatever,"
Wilson said.
Larry Freelow, property manager of
the Howard Plaza Towers, said that
there have been three incidents in
the Towers this year, but it was never
anything serious.
"One person was removed from the
building for burning candles," said

Freelow, "And the other two involved
cooking." Freelow said that those
responsible were held financially
liable for the restoring of their rooms
and other rooms that were damaged.
Freelow said that no real damage
was incurred due to the fires. There
has been some water damage due to
the sprinkler system ,nandated by
the city for dormitories.
Freelow said that the staff of the
Towers has tried to stress the seriousness of the fire alarms sounding
through floor meetings and having
fire safety information available in
the building. They also try to discourage students from falsely setting off the alarm.
"False alarms are usually set off by
non-residents, and if it is a resident
we will remove them from the Towers," Freelow said. "There is also a
$1,000 fine charged by the D.C. Fire
Department."
Photo By Eric Hall
Donn residents are becon1ing complacent with fire safety.

JCPenney Co-Sponsors Retreat for Business Student Leaders
'

By Mia Somersall
Hilltop Staff Writer
JCPenney and the 21st Century
Advantage Program from the School
of Business sponsored a two-day
retreat last weekend for approximately 50 student corporate team
leaders in the school.
The 21st Century Advantage Program is designed to bridge the gap
between Howard students and corporate America.
On the first day of the trip to Hunt
Valley, Maryland there were discussions between the team leaders and

the academic deans from the School
of Business in order to improve the
quality of education and personal
growth within the school. The second
day treated the team leaders to personal development workshops, an
overview of the JCPenney company
and a fashion show.
One of the two workshops held during the retreat focused on people
skills. Debbie Piorkowski, one of
three JCPenney representatives on
hand , said that there are four types
of personalities ; askers, tellers, nonemotional people, and emoters (emotional individuals).

In assessing these character traits in
oneself and others, the students said
they learned how to more effectively deal with co-workers, bosses, and
customers.

In the second workshop, representatives organized group exercises that
were designed to strengthen the skill
of public speaking. Piorkowski, along
with other JCPenney representatives,
had the team leaders practice speaking about random topics while steadily holding eye contact with each
other.
"[The exerciseJmade us enact selfreflection," said sophomore Dakira

-

;
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Howard Students Find Their Niche
As Entertainment Representatives
,BY FARAH ANTOINE

Hilltop Staff Writer
: Each day on campus students are constantly handed
flyers, cassette tapes, records and posters by student representatives from some of the country's biggest record
co1npanies. Many student reps currently use Howard's
ca,npus to promote today's n1ost popular artists,
'Ihnia Chess, Cathy Jerome, Duane Richardson, and
Justin Tanner are college representatives for <\tlantic
Records, Def Jam, Universal Music Group, and Bad
Boy Entertainment respectively.
. Chess, a junior telecommunications 1nanagement
n1ajor fron1 the Bronx, started as a high school intern.
She work in the promotions departn1ent at Motown
Records. After working at Sony/Epic in New York, she
got a job as a marketing representative for Atlantic
Records. Chess has promoted artists like Lil' Kim, Lil'
Cease, Malik Pendleton, and 1\-ick Daddy.
·•1 can sell you a drean1," Chess said.
, Jeron1e js a junior interbational business major fron1
Miami. Fla. She started as a back up dancer for reggae
f'list Patra. Jerome did promotional work touring with
the singer.
Jerome, who appeared in Lil' Kim's "Ladies' Night"
video, said she wants to combine her experience in the
entertainn1ent industry and her business savvy to pursue a career in entertainment law. "If you are going to
l'>e in the music business, it has to be something you
love," Jerome said.
, Presently, Jerome works as a college rep. for Def Jam,
promoting artists such as Method Man, Red,nan, Foxy
Brown, L.L. Cool J, and Jay-Z.
Tanner, a sophomore marketing major fro111 Atlanta,

Ga. recently became a college rep. for Bad Boy Entertainment in August. Already he has coordinated an
autograph session for recording artist 112 on can1pus.
Tonner also helped to promote albun1 release parties tor
Puff Daddy and Lil' Cease's at D.C Live night club.
Tanner was also discovered in high school. He was
break dancing in a local talent show. Not long after that,
he was recruited to promote artists from Cash Money
Records and Busta Rhymes. Today, Tdllner pron1otes
artists like Total, Carl Thomas, Notorious B.I.G. and
Jerome,
Richardson has been working in the industry the
longest. Richardson, now a junior radio-television and
film major started as a freshn1a11 at his high school in
New York. He has used so1ne of the money he made
from promoting albun1s to pay for school. Richardson
is now an urban college rep. for Universal Music Group
AJl of the reps. said determination is a key ingredient for their jobs. They all agreed the entertainment
business is not an easy business to break into. "I wanted to get n1y foot in the door," Jerome said. All college
rep. positions are unpaid, but there is a lot of work. They
are responsible for promoting concerts and album
release parties and handing out materials.
All four of then, are full tin1e sn,dents. They have to
manage school, work and extra curricular activities.
Jero1ne for instance is president of the Haitian Student
Association. Tonner is a promotional assistant for
WHBC radio. Richardson is currently involved with a
rap group ca!Jed the Freestyle Union. During the break
he perforn1ed during An1erica's Millennium on the

Mall.

Richardson. "Even now when I'm
doing little things the knowledge I've
gained makes me think about the
kinds of personality traits in myself
and the people I interact with."
The representatives also introduced
a way of learning about vocal dynamics when they asked students to repeat
their social security numbers with
various dynanlics such as fast-pace
and an inflection towards anger. The
exercise taught the team leaders the
correct voice tone when addressing

en1ployees.
Later in the day representatives discussed the career opportunities with-

in JCPenney from internship level to
top positions. The representatives
said usually they promote from within their company.
Junior Annie Moyer said that she
gained a lot of knowledge from the
representatives about how fast a person can move up in position at the

company. She said that she had not
thought about working with JCPenney until the retreat but now she is
considering the company.
After the training sessions, some
students hit the run,vay to model the
latest JCPenney fashion. The students were able to sport clothes that

ranged from the classic dark blue
business suit to sun-dresses.

Sophomore April Hill said that
JCPenney helped to enliven the mood
from the business aspect to a more
upbeat atmosphere.
"l was impressed by the energy of
the representatives,'' she said.
Hill also said that she learned a
substantial amount about the JCPenney company as a result of the retreat.
Hill said the trip changed her impression about what the company has to
offer.

Yoga Classes Help Students
Connect with Body and Soul
By ANGELA DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

allowstension to free themselves,
along with gentle slow n1ovements,
and total concentration participants

Wednesday nights at 9p,n is a time
for studying for many students, but
for other it is a time for relaxation. It
presents a chance to forget about
tests, studying and anyhting else
associated with being a student.
Every Wednesday in the Howard
Plaza Towers comn1unity room students are invited to particpate in free

yoga classes. "To particicpate in
yoga all you need is an open mind
and an open heart," Dada Vishvarupananda, teacher of the class said.
"Yoga is all about being in the
moment and living in the moment,"

Vishvarupananda said.
The music is slow entering the
room. It drwons out the feign! sound
of breathing a subtle movements.
"Try and settle and pose," Vishvarupanada told Wednesday's class.
Yoga is a means of relaxation for the
muscles of the body. Some students
agree that yoga helps then, calm theselves after a hard day. "I encourage
others to come, with classes and
other activities you need to relax,"
CleveMesidor, participating in his
- first class said.
Yoga, exhalation of the breathe

areable to clear their n1inds in the
n1ist of chaos withclasses. Yoga is a
positive
alternative
to
ho1nework,classes, jobs and most of
all it is an opportunity tofree your
mind, Vishvarupananda said

''I encourage others to come, with
classes and other
activities you need
to relax,"
--CleveMesidor
Deep relaxation at the end of the
session allows the body to assimilate
and receive the enjoyment of being
still in the body and mind. Before
total relaxation the student must
stretch totally relaxing the body
allowing gravity to pull the body and
lets the body be still to release the
tightness and take away the tension.
In the deep relaxation it feels like
muscles are melting, Vishvaru-

pananda said.
Yoga is good for health reasons.too,
Vishvarupananda said. For instance,
it serves as therapy for the spinal
cord. Yoga works on the primary
organs of the body such as the heart
and lungs. Yoga is also good for older
people who have ja,nmed-up bones
from old age.
ln yoga the rr.ind, body and soulwork together. The connection of the
three helps to releave tension.
One of the most important rituals
incorporated into yoga is the breathing. The idea of breathing in Yoga is
the more relax and cahn your breath
is your nlind will becon1e equally
calms and relaxed, Vishrupnanada
said.
Vishrupanada is an expert, too. He
is a 43 year-old ,nonk form England.
Since 1975, he has been studying
yoga.
Although Vishrupanada has aged
in natural life, he stays young mentally through Yoga. Teaching students
was nothing for hi1n, he said, Young
people are open nlinded, he said and
older people tend to have fixed lives
and are not looking to change them.

Online Bookstores vs. Campus Bookstores: Which is the Better Buy?
By LAUREN B, ANDERSON
Hilltqp .Staff Writer
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With the recent arrival of online
bookstores, students are now faced
with a variety of new choices. Online
bookstores promise, more affordable
books without the "hassle" of waiting in line at a campus bookstore.
Campus stores, who traditionally
provide service to students maintain

that through them there is no sllipping
charge and not only can you see what
you are getting before you buy the
book, but the deals offered on online
bookstores are not all that they are
cracked up to be.
Three of the most popular online
bookstores are varsitybooks.com,

·-- ...

bigwords.com, and efollet.com.
While all three were different, each
has it's advantages
and disadvantages.
varsitybooks.com, the most well
known of the online bookstores,
offers a job search and applications
for scholarships, in addition to books.
Descriptions are given of each book
to better help you understand what
you are buying. However, varsitybooks.com does not buy back books
or sell used books. An additional fee
for shipping and handling is added
with each order.
efollet.com, is owned by Follet
books, who are owners of many campus bookstores across the country.
efollet.com does not buy back books,

but the site refers you to a book store
near you who will. Efollet sells used
books in addition to new and does
charge for shipping and handling.
BigWords.com, is one of the newer
services that offers text books to students. There is no shipping and handling fee on books delivered with
normal speed ( 3-5 days).
Bigwords offers new and used
books. Returns are honored within 14
days of the receipt and cash or credit are offered to customers who are

returning or selling books back to the
company.
Those who choose to accept a credit will receive a 30 percent bonus in
addition to the selling price of the
books they buy in the future . The

description of the books offered is not
very thorough and it may be easy to
get confused when purchasing.
Among the many gripes campus
book stores have with the online services are that they sometimes do not
have the complete sets that the campus stores may have. This may be
cause for confusion by many students.
For example, Mosaicos, one of the
text books used for Spanish classes at
Howard University is offered at the
bookstore and is included with a lab
n1anual, and workbooks. Online, the
hard cover, the lab manual and the
workbooks are sold separately and
may turn out to be more expensive.
Campus bookstores are also conve-

nient because they are located within walking distance of most students
and therefor charge no shipping and
handling fees.
Also, some advertising that may be
used on the Web sites is tricky and
not
always
accurate .
Varsitybooks.com is currently being
sued for false advertising. While Varsity claims to offer textbooks up to 40
percent off, in actuality only a small
percentage of them are offered at
those prices.
The student response to the bookstores is good. Tara Curtis a freshman
legal conununications major used
amazon.com and was satisfied with
her experience. Although she said
the prices were about the san1e, they

don't charge delivery.
"On days that you don't feel like
walking to the bookstore, you call
them and it will be here the next
day." she said .
"My mom ordered my books, but
she said, over all it was good." said
Jamila Morgan, a freshman Broadcast Journalism major. "Some of the
ihstructions to go about buying the
books were confusing but we saved
a lot of money and the books got here
fast."
•
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Campus Digest
Provost Named As Finalist For President's Job
Howard University Provost and Chief Academic Officer
was named as a finalist for the president's position at The
University of South Florida Wednesday. Garibaldi and two
other candidates were named out of a pool of seven.
Garibaldi said in December he got a call from a national
search committee for the university. "If I am offered the
job I am seriously interested in it," Garibaldi said.
In November Garibaldi was named a finalist for the president's position at California State University at Northridge,
but he did not get the job.
Garabaldi had been Provost of Howard since 1996. Before
that he served 14 years at Xavier University in New
Orleans, LA. He served five years as vice president of academic affairs, two years as dean of the school of arts and
science and seven as chairman of education.

Alumna Receives Postage Stamp at Ceremony
Last Thursday Howard University Alumna Patricia Harris was honored with a postal stamp in her
name. Harris became only the 7th
woman to be commemorated on a
postal stamp. Harris was the first
African African woman to hold U.S.
ambassador to Luxembourg in 1965.
Harris also worked as secretary for
Housing and Urban Development
under president Jimmy Carter.

important organizations for candidates to establish relationships with.
However, Jackson and Hoosen agreed
that courage and conviction are needed when dealing with all groups,
especially the administration. Hoosen
advised students to "avoid becoming
dismayed in the face of opposition."
Jackson spoke about candidates
being sure of their own convictions.
He said they must be strong in the
face of people who will try to sway
them from the path they set for thernselves.
Hoosen stressed the importance of
setting attainable platforms. Hoosen
cautioned students to remember that
they only have a year in which to
institute their plans. For instance she
said that she had not accomplished
everything on her platform, and
would be working this semester to
•

complete her goals.
Khalfani Walker, an Undergraduate
Student Assen1bly representative and
Resident Assistant in Drew Hall dor- .
mitory, advises students to compare •
candidates'. Track records before '
making a decision, Walker said.
Walker cautioned students to beware
of insurgents, who promise change '
once in office, but have nor been ·'
active previously on Howard's campus.
All the current officers adv'ise
prospective candidates to be ready to
work. "Be prepared to make a com- ·
'
mitment, there's a lot of work," Walk- ·
er said.
'
'

.
'

'
'

'
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By IRA PORfER
Campus Editor

--Co,npiled by Ira Porter
HI

With can1pus elections quickly
approaching, some of Howard's current student leaders spoke about what
students should be looking for in
their new leaders. "Voters should
look for students who are sincere
about service," said Marilyn Hoosen
president of the Howard University
Student Association.
The elections seaso n for 2000 was
put on hold when General Elections
Chair, Tyrell Eiland had the position
taken away from him because of his
status as a student. The elections
process may be shortened this year,
but student leaders still urged for
people to pay attention to the candidates.
HUSA Vice President Terah Jack-

son said his most di ffic ult adjustment was understanding the visions
of others.
"Honesty and truth are the qualities
students should look for in their leaders," Jackson said. He said leaders
must always remember that the stu dents' needs come before their own
wi shes. He advised leaders to be
ready to discard, or revise so n1e of
their plans.
Hoosen pointed to the overwhelming fiscal problems U.N.l.T.Y 2000
inherited as being a major difficulty.
She also said some compromises her
administration had to make on i1nportant issues as being very difficult.
Both spoke about compromise and
cooperation as keys to bringing any
platforms to fruition. They identified the general assembly, student
councils, and dorm councils as

/

The Howard University Law School will host s conference today on the first amendment and public interest litigation. The conference will be held in the School of Law
Moot Court Room.
The conference will examine the historic supreme court
decision of NAACP V. Button. The School of Law Moot
Court Team will re-enact the Supreme Courts argument
of the famous case.

J

By ALLEN POWELL
Hilltop Staff Writer

Campus Police Grab Suspect 1respassing in Towers :

Law School Holds Conference

'

Current Student Leaders Give Tips
On How to Choose Future Officials .-

Howard University Campus Police
escorted a man out of the Howard
Plaza West Towers in handcuffs Sunday afternoon after he was caught
suspiciously lurking around on the
forth floor of the building.
"We arrested hi1n on g~neral principal," Sgt. James Dowdy said. "He
was up in the area suspiciously; he
clain1ed he was there to visit someone, but he couldn·t come up with a
name," Dowdy said.
The unidentified man was charged
with unlawful entry into the towers
and he was turned over to the Metropolitan Police Department. He was
found carrying a pair of scissors.
Police Chief Reginald Smith said the
University has a barring against the

man stating that he is not allowed to
step foot inside any school property
or he will be arrested.
Jeremy Randall, a senior arts and
science 1najor reported the unidentified man to security guards at the
front desk after he heard the man jiggling his door knob. "He knocked
real ly lightly at the door, but I heard
it," Randall said. "When I went to the
peep hole he started jiggling the door
knob."
Randall said when he opened the
door and asked the man who he was
looking for he n1umbled a name then
started walking down the hallway. " I
can1e out of my room and started following him and when he saw me he
unzipped his coat like he was going
to do something," Randall said.
Randall said his roomn1ate's laptop
computer was stolen a few weeks

ago. He said he doesn't la)ow if it was
stolen by this man.
S1nith said hi s office is investigating the man as one of the possible
suspects for other burglaries that took
place in the towers during the break
and the first week of classes.
"He is definitely a suspect," Sn1ith
said.
Smith and others are trying to figure out how the man entered the
building. Larry Frelow, property
manager for the towers said he suspects the man entered the building
through the door on the east side of
the building.
·'Students have a tendency to use
the side doors." Frelow said. " We tell
them not to use the side doors and
they still use them."
Frelow said he suspects the audible
alarm on the east side door was bro-

'

ken by a resident. Shortly before the ,
Christmas break, he realized the :
alarm on the door was broken and he ,
called the security company, but they
have not fixed the door yet. Frelow
said he is going to put new locks on
the door.
,~
Frelow said he did not want to put
the blame on security because he had '.
a strong feeling the man entered the
buililing through the side.
"It falls on the residents of the ,
building to some extent," Frelow •
said.
Last semester Frelow said a man
was observed in the building after ,
something had been reported miss- •
ing, but Frelow said this was not the ,
same man because he did not fit the .
description.
,
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''What Qualities Do You Look For In A Student Leader?''

,

"They have to examplify the
characteristics of dedication,
persistance, determination
and h;ird work. They also
have to be able to postitively
influence their followers."

" They have to be confident,
and capable of taking charge
in crucial situations."

--Jasmin-Damiana
Sr. Public Relations Major

.

--Jubar Croswell
Soph. Biology Major

" I would like to see someone
with drive, dedication, and
experience. A leader should
also have goals which he or
she would like to achieve
once in a position of power."

"I think that it's time for a
leader who lives up to the
promises that were made during their campaign. The person representing our school
should have more respect for
the office they hold and. the
responsibilties that follow."

--Idris McKelvey
Soph. Chemistry Major

--Caryn Marmon-Halm
Jr. Political Science Major

" A leader should be honest
and aware of student issues
and concerns. A leader
should be able to communicate with the students on a
weekly basis and keep their
.
.
''
campaigns
promises.
--DeMar Rodgers
Soph. English/Political
Science Major

,,
,

AUTHORS, From Al
and students alike waiting for a
chance to meet their favorite author
and get their books signed. Everyone
was hurriedly trying to purchase last
minute books, which the bookstore was
offering at 20 percent off.
Betty Williams, a resident of the District felt strongly about the authors'
presence at Howard University. "Its
good that authors patronize black colleges because they are positive role
models. The black community supports
them, so it's only fair that they give back
by participating in events like this,"
Williams said.
The authors did not let the crowd of
people wait long to get their books

ELECTIONS From, Al
Senior international business
major Rob Hall was the only person to run against Eiland at the Jan.
19, Assembly meeting.
"I wasn't going to do anything
unti.l I got confirmation of the case.
Now, I' II think about [running for
the position again]," he said . .
Even as word spread throughout
the Assembly of Eiland's status,
the Assembly had not sent Eiland
written notification that his position was in jeopardy by Hilltop
press-tilne, Eiland said. He said in
an interview Wednesday that he
was "still chair until I see written
notice from the General Assembly
and I should get compensated for
the work that I have done."
Hoosen said she would notify
Eiland with a letter by today.
"Unfortunately, as it stands right
now we have no elections chair,''
she said. "On Monday (Eiland)
was supposed to have a meeting
with the Provost which didn't hap-

--Con1piled by Eric Hall

signed. The booksto<e helped quicken
the process by passing out note cards to
all of the people waiting, so that they
could write the message they wanted in
their book. Each person had a brief
meeting with the author as their books
were signed.
Students like Logan Coles, a sophomore theater arts major were inspired
from meeting the authors. "I thoroughly enjoyed meeting Nathan McCall,"
Coles said. "He was a very positive
brother, and even though he had another engagement, he made it a priority to
sign everyone's book; I am very glad I
came."
Phnt0> /'ly. Eric Hall
Authors E. Lynn Harris and Torry l\1cMillian can1e to HU Bookstore on \o\'cdnesday.

pen. Even still, there would be a
lengthy grievance process. And so
Terah and I can1e to a decision that
this might be the best decision."
She added that she had a telephone conversation on Monday
with Eiland in which she told him
he was ineligible to serve.
Eiland, a senior in the College of
Engineering, Architecture and
Computer Sciences, called the situation "unfortunate," but blamed
officials in his school for holding
up a grievance trial that would
have allowed him to remain as
elections chair.
He said the grievance sten1s
from a four-year old error on his
transcript. A grievance trial has
been set for Feb. 10. Eiland hopes
the grievance con1mittee will
amend his transcript to report
"courses I took, and review the
conduct of certain professors that
graded me during the fall of 1996."
Eiland, who is 1president of the
Bison chapter of the NAACP, was

crowned Mr. School of Engineering, Architecture and Con1puter
Sciences 1998-99. He said he has
been cleared to hold paid on-campus positions in the past by obtaining a letter from Johnson. However, Johnson's letter didn't pass
muster this time.
Dean James John son of the
School of Engineering, Architecture and Computer Sciences could
not be reached.
"I feel I should not be punished
because the College of Engineering has taken their time hearing a
four-year old case," Eiland said.
Further confusion was caused
Wednesday afternoon when campaign petitions were prematurely
made available in the Office of
Student Activities. Without an
official elections chair, the move
was unconstitutional , said Hoosen.
The petitions were recollected
within the same hour.

,
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Cl1ances are, you're
probably gro,ving weary of
all the advice ab<iut starling a
career. Not just a job, n1ind you,
but an honest-to-goodness
Jifetin1e decision. If that sou11ds
familiar - and a little daunting CIGNA is ready to l1elp.
We're a worldwide leader in
en1ployee benefits and financial
services. From health care to
investment services, we strive
to live up to our reputation as
"A Business of Caring." Our
workforce - approximately 43,000
strong- is diverse, yet everyone is
committed to improving the lives
of the people V>'e serve every day.
We offer numerous roles for
college graduates witl1 a variety
of backgrounds, but we don't hire
people for just one job. Individuals

get the cl1ance to defi11e themselves
tl1rougl1 their strengths and career
goals. And we help through one-ofa-kind job rotational ]Jrograrr1s and
llrofessional development tracks.
·rhe peo1Jle who work l1ere
genttinely seen1 to e11joy the
experience. Sure, we hand them
IJlenty of responsibility - most
prefer the challenges to bring out
tl1eir best. Beyond that, we take
pride as a con1pany in tl1e ,vay
we nurture their drean1s outside
the workplace - in tl1eir families
and co1n1nunities.
Ready for the Challenge? .
Interview
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ACTIVITIES, from Al
a large budget," he said. Last
semester the office scheduled four
sneak previews in Cramton; organized the Midnight Madness prebasketball season program which
packed the Gym at, of course, midnight; held pep-rallies in front of
Blackburn Center for nearly every
home football game; and re-activated the Howard Chapter Circle K
community service organization.

In November the University
gained national attention when the
office co-sponsored the display of the
World Aids Quilt in Blackburn. And
this semester Samuels and his staff
are readily preparing for a string of
events centered around preventing
women from being abused on campus. Those events-will be funded by
a $466,000 grant from the Justice
Departn1ent that the office will share
with the Women's Health Institute

AS

2000

and Student Health. Its the largest
grant of its kind that the office has

received in recent memory. said
Samuels.
And students said they are noticing the added programs.
"The sneak previews are the best,"
said Dekerry Davis, sophomore
political science major, who saw the
movie "Girl Interrupted" at this
Spring's first sneak preview held at
the beginning of the semester. "Since

I love going to the 1novies, I enjoy the
previews the most."
But possibly one of the most touted programs to come out of the office
this year is the Circle K program. The
92 members of the organization have
raised money for AIDS research, sent
care packages to North Carolina in
the wake of Hurricane Andrew and
have repaired homes in the D.C. area.
The group could do more if they
had a budget to work fro,n, said the

group's advisor Vickie Suggs who is
also the Assistant Activities Director.
"You have to get creative with your
projects. I'm used to there being a
budget in place ... Just like any organization that really wants to make a
positive impact on campus life, with

of Student Activities, said Samuels.
But what the office didn't receive in
fees, they received in support from
Acting Dean of Student Life Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins and Vice President for Student Affairs Raymond ·
Archer, said Samuels.

resources you can reach more people," she said.
Last year's 80 percent increase to
the student activity fee went to clubs
and organizations, not to the Office

)'
'
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JENKINS, From Al

"We worked hard all season just to
get to this game. It has been three
long seasons to reach the championship game. Winning the Super
Bowl is a remarkable accomplishment that I will never forget for the
rest of my career."
Prior to the game, Billy knew that
St. Louis' defense would haye to
stop Tennessee Titan quart~rback
Steve McNair in order to win the
game. With St. Louis winning 23-16,
McNair led the Titans downfield
with less than two minutes remaining in the game. On the last play of
the game, McNair connected with
Titan wide receiver Kevin Dyson,
who was tackled by St. Louis linebacker Mike Jones on the two-yard
line to win the game for the Rams.
"I knew that the key to the game
was stopping McNair whenever he
got on the field," said Jenkins. "I
gave Steve a big hug and told him
that he did a great job playing the
game. He fought his butt off during
the game but came out a couple of
yards short. Steve did everything he
possibly could do for the Titans to
come away with a victory. I knew
that Steve would be a lethal weapon
for the Titans offense and almost
won the game by himself. It was just
that we played a better game defensively and were fortunate to come
away with the title. My hat goes off
to Steve for his effort."
Jenkins remembers playing

, rom
discriminatory. "It's very stereoical. Thanksgiving night I was on
y way from the club and was
assed by at least six or seven cabs.
had to walk like five blocks over to
1nrl a cab that at least trusted me,"
aid junior anthropology major
temis Thompson.
Some argue that Seegars descrip.on only echoes the fear of many
ericans. It is also said to be the
recise image that has made frightned American women clutch their

against McNair when Steve was a
Heisman Trophy candidate at Alcorn
State University. Jenkins marveled at
his athletic ability and Steve's elusiveness when he ran the ball. Jenkins admits the he probably knew
more about Steve and than anyone
else on the Rams roster.
"McNair did some outstanding
things against us when I played at
Howard," he said. "Although we beat
Steve and Alcorn twice in my career,
both games were shout-outs. Steve
threw for more 300 yards and ran for
100 additional yards on the ground.
He would have outstanding games
where Steve would 'juke out' players from our defense and score
touchdowns."
There were members from the
media from n1ore than 100 countries in attendance. On Tuesday, Jan.
24, Jenkins participated in n1edia
day, which took place for one hour at
the Georgia Dome. During the regular season, Jenkins was one of several St. Louis players who were not
given much exposure from the local
media. However, he had his hands
full when reporters continually asked
him about stopping McNair, Titan
running back Eddie George and the
Titans offense.
"Gaining a lot of media attention
has never and still is not important to
me," he said. "My actions speak
louder on the field. I realize and
understand how the media system
works in professional sports. If you

purses more l!g t y, cause suspicious American men to lock their car
doors more quickly in urban areas,
and now urged unapologetic American cabbies to pass up young black
men atten1pting to hail taxis.
Though junior broadcast journalism major Lincoln Brown Jr., admits
he "was offended as a black male,"
he can't ignore the fact that the recent

violence against drivers does not
help the black man's case.
On Jan. 13, a bullet struck a District cabby
as he waited at a red light
,

have a track record of making big
plays, the n1edia doesn't have a
choice but to talk to you. I had a good
season and members of the media
knew that 1- was deserving of the
attention leading up to the game.
"There was a lot more on the line
in this game compared to other during the regular and playoffs season,"
he added. "The excitement building
up to the game was definitely different than games during the regular

season. However, once we started
playing the game it did feel like
another game."
Jenkins has defied all odds since
joining the Rams as an undrafted
free agent in 1997. Billy led the
Rams and all rookies with 23 special
teams' tackles and 24 tackles on
defense, respectively. Jenkins led St.
Louis in tackles last season and
placed seco nd behind London
Fletcher in tackles this season.
How does Jenkins feel his game
has improved since his rookie season
in the NFL?
"I have gained valuable experience going through an entire season
as a starter on defense," said Jenkins.
"I have learned what opposing
offenses are going to do during
games. I have learned when and how
to take more risks during games and
my ability to make big plays has
helped from those chances. I have a
better feel for the game as a result of
my experience."
Despite hi s experience and out-

on

eorg1a
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The day before, a fleeing passenger
was said to be the 1nurderer of a driver killed at East Capitol Street and
Anacostia Road Northeast. In
November, one cabby was stabbed
during a robbery and another cab driver was stabbed to death. In August,
a gunshot to the head left another driver paralyzed.
While many Howard males sympathize with the danger cab drivers
are subjected to. they still feel the discrimination is unfair.

standing play on defense, Jenkins
was the target fron1 ABC announcer
Al Michaels during the fourth quarter. Titans' running back Eddie
George ran up the middle and was
tackled by Jenkins after gaining three
yards. Michaels would say to the
millions of people watching television that Billy had not seen a running
back that ran as hard as George did
at Howard University.
Earlier in the week, Jenkins and
this reporter talked about Michaels·
co,nments during the game. Billy
did not think that Al was ridiculing
his style of play when the con1ment
was made until some of Jenkins'
friends talked to him later in the
week.
"I talked to some other guys and
they felt that Al was trying to take a
crack at the level of competition at
Howard University," said Jenkins.
"He also felt that I took a loss on the
tackle against Eddie. I n1ade a good
tackle on the play if you take another look at it. I don't know what or
why Al was trying to say about the
level of competition at Howard.
Regardless of whon1 I played in college, I am doing well at this level. It
does not matter to me what announcers say about the level of competition
at Howard."
"Members from the media have to
accept the fact that there are good
football players who come from the
historically black colleges," continued Jenkins. '·There still are some

ey ca

1vers

o ave a rig t

(to be selective) to an extent, but I
feel citizens have a greater right to
equal transportat;on," said Kevin
Young, a junior history major.
Black females have also been
known to have trouble hailing cabs.
LaRhonda Armstrong, sophomore
biology major, said she waited at the
bus station as empty cabs repeatedly passed her by. When one stopped,
she questioned the driver about her
situation. He informed her that cab
drivers are now becoming reluctant

membets from the media who can't
believe that there are impact players
who come from the HBCU's. I hope
that I am breaking this stereotype
from my play on the field."
After the game, ABC showed several members from the Rams, including owner Georgia Frontiere, holding on to the Vince Lombardi
Trophy. Several players were on the
podium wearing their Super Bowl
Chan1pion T-shirts that were passes
around after the gan1e. When ABC
went to a commercial break, Jenkins
got an opportunity to run around the
Georgia Dome with the Lombardi
trophy in his hand.
"It was a dream come true just to
hold the Trophy in my hand," admitted Jenkins. "I have watched several Super Bowls as a kid and seen how
players ran around the field with the
Trophy in their hands. It was an
amazing feeling when my teanimates
gave n1e the Trophy. This is a once in
a lifetime experience. You never
know when you will win another
Super Bowl again."
Jenkins says that he will relax and
cherish the Rams victory over Tennessee in the Super Bowl. Although
the season has just ended, Billy has
already been requested to do interviews from Channel 9 in the District
and other TV stations in his Albuquerque, N.M., where he played in
high school football.
Jenkins is one of eight former
Howard University football players

to pie up ac women as we .
There have been occurrences when
black women hail cabs, ask the driver to wait a minute, and walk away.
The women never return to the car.
Instead, a young black male en1erges
and may attempt to rob the driver.
The U.S. Labor Department has
declared that the occupational homicide rate of cab drivers surpasses
that of police officers, making it the
riskiest job in America. This risk
and taxi cabdrivers reluctance to pick
up black passengers has forced stu-

to win a Super Bowl ring. Billy 1
I
hopes to return to Howard during the ,
spring semester and show some qf i
his former teammates, colleagues •
and most importantly, head coach 1
'
Steve \¥ilson.
•
Does Billy feel that any Howard
University football players look up to j
him after his success in the NFL and '
•
most recently, winning the Super ~
Bowl?
"I can't imagine any football p-Jay-n.•
er at Howard wanting to be like Billy
Jenkins," said Jenkins. "I stilhcon,;')
sider myself as one of the guys on the •
football team from Howard who js' '-'
playing with the Rams. I am pr6tid '
to say that I played college football · ~'
at Howard. I am not better than any •
of the guys who I played with
because I am playing in the NFL."
''Things have worked out for me
and I am grateful for opportunity
that I have gotten to play with the
Rams and I hope guys back at
Howard will continue working hard
in order to make it to the NFL and
join me, Chris Rogers (Minnesota
Vikings), Ted White (Kansas City
Chiefs) and Marques Douglas (Baltirr,ore Ravens) in helping Howard
University become one of the most
•
respected Division I-AA programs in
the country."

1
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ents to eve op ternanve me ioos
of transportation. Marquise Strange,
a sophomore human developmen
major, offered advice for other blac
males. "After coming from clubs
make sure you have a way back. I
you don't have transportation, yo
can't depend on a cab."
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What follows is a transcript of the
roundtable with the Howard University Student Association President
and Vice President and The Hilltop
Editorial Board.
HUSA: Good evening everybody.
Can we say one thing before we
begin? For the record, we'd just like
to say that ,we're very grateful to all
of the staff members who have been
in HUSA office that have stuck with
us without a paycheck or any kind of
compensation and still decided in
spite of that to do the work. They are
the I UNITY 2000. They are the
HU~A executive office of this year
andl without them we would have
never been able to get this far.
Through all of the pitfalls they've
made it an enjoyable process to work
this year. Oh, the names: We would
like to highlight a few people. Frank
Turner, Simi Marino, Solitair Newton, •• Jennifer Brown, Clarence
McCray, Shana Rogers and there are
other'J)eople, but those are the ones
specifically who didn't get paid and
who ke~p the records and who work
with' us. Also, Tyrell Eiland Jones.
He was never looking to get paid, but
he was always in there making sure
things got together. Putting together
proposals and platforms- a very
key element.

and get to that point to start an
doing cancellation of debts, finding
endowment. The second part, what
out exactly what the information was.
Marilyn alluded to was the ConstiOur aim by the end of this semester
tution. Through the efforts of the
through some fundraising programs
evaluations conunittee this semester
and things of that nature which a lot
we're going back and looking at the
of that will be done with Solitaire
financial operations of the Executive
Newton and some Funk Squad memoffice and in fact, all of student govbers is to actually end up in the plus
ernment. Hopefully, the students
side, so we can actually leave something for the next administration . . will vote for this and realize that it
gives them more power and transThere's one person who's spoken to
parency, full disclosure. Basically
us about starting an endowment, so
one of the things in the Constitution
this will never happen again: As
that we're looking at has an Internal
soon as we get out of the red, comAffairs organization as well as diffortably out of the red, we can start
ferent finance committees. We're
looking at those options. And just on
going to try and put those safety nets
a note, this may not be the best perinto the system, so this won't happen
son to cite, but Mike 'fyson once said
again. It all depends on the students.
Everyone has a plan until you get a
As we get to the next phase of this,
hit. That was the case for us. And
students have to be very critical of
we got hit.
the people they are electing that they
Hilltop: Just to start talking about can trust in them. Cause really it
depends on each leader. You can
the fiscal affairs. If you can just
have someone who's intelligent
refresh my memory about how the
enough, but doesn't have the moral
situation did s_tart? And where are
fiber they can do just about anything.
we in the process of how long have

ally wanted to do. And even what we
proposed to do was extremely ambitious. Even without the debt would
have been an awesome feat to
achieve, but I think we had the talent
and the skills to do it. Not within
ourselves, but within all the different
applicants that came together who
became our staff. I think we had the
talent and the skills to do it. In terms
of expectations, going back to the
Mike 'fyson quote, We had a plan and
we just got hit. We got knocked
down and picked ourselves back up
and we're , moving forward. Definitely there are some things in our
platform that I don't think we'll be
able to see occur this year. I think
that we'll lay down the foundation for
future administrations to complete
such as the Credit Union. I think
based on some of the work we've
done this year in terms of the networks we've established most student
credit unions take about eight years
to put together. The federal government said they're willing to work

was a retreat that they had off campus, so that affected our ability to go
to the Board twice to make two different proposals. What we decided
to do in January instead of trying to
do too many things at once with the
Board we decided we should focus
exclusively on the tuition freeze. To
put more our interest and momentum
into that. So, that is something that
we're definitely going to mail out to
the Trustees and say well, we would
like this to be increased and present
that at the June 3rd meeting. Even
though we officially won't be in
office anymore that is something that
we're going to continue to work for.
Proposed amendments to the HUSA
constitution to achieve greater transparency and accountability, we've
been definitely working on that. And
that'll be: on the ballot. All we can
say is that' II be up to the students to
vote. Revisitation of the core curriculum, we've been working on that.
'
There's been son1ething
we've working with Louis and Che' on the Town

Hilltop: Some people aren't getting
paid. How hard is that to maintain the
staff?

HUSA: Very difficult. My Programs·
Director was explaining to me that
she had some cushion money in the
summertime to help her through the
rough patches, but since she's a student in the position of Programs
Director for HUSA she had been
expecting some kind of compensation for that and because she didn't
get that she had to go out and look for
another job. And so, it's hard for her
to juggle doing her schoolwork,
doing HUSA programs director and
working with her work schedule as
well. Sometimes the commitment
level of some of our staffers hasn't
been as high as it could have been
because people couldn't be in the
office physically. And so that has
been something that I think our
staffers feel that you know even
though they're doing this without
any compensation they have to take
in account that there are bills that
they still have to pay, so it's been try1ng
' for everybody. But, we're so
grateful to them. That in spite of that
!hey still decided to stick with it. In
addition, I think that comes under
like our whole. Our main platform
for 'last •semester became fiscal
integrity. That was basically two
fold. The first part being we're going
to not let these series of debts continue to overflow and let this be the
last administration that exists in debt
'
and
perpetuates the debt. We also
'wanted to hold different student leaders accountable which is in process.
We did the audit last semester. We
called t0 the audit and we followed
lhrough with the audit. Now it's to
the point where we say we haven't
gotten paid and what are the next
steps that we need to finalize right
now. We're moving to that stage at
this point.

Hilltop: How do you keep staff
f11embers, loyal? How do you make
sure that they're giving HUSA 100
percent? Even though they're not
being compensated.
'

BUSA:

Well first of all, communication is the key. We stay in constant communication with each other
and try to keep the morale up.
Reminding our staff members that
whether br not you're getting paid is
not what's the most important thing
is. It's that you have decided to
work, so that our students are served.
And that's the key factor. We try to
maintain a sense of service to the students regardless of if there is a financial tag attached to it. That has been
the primary thing. We also to try to
encourage our staffers to not hold all
-of the workload by themselves.
Many,of them have assistants to help
them,out too. Especially in our Programs l)epartment and Community
Outreach which are two of are
J,iggest departments. We have a volunteer pool to help sustain them, so
that our Directors are not overwhelmed with all of the work that
they have.
•• ' j

Hilltop: . Who has been over your
platforn1 goal of fiscal integrity?
'

'

HUSA: Basically the efforts of
Fran!< .TuFner and I would say -Simi
Marino, Marilyn, and myself and
Solitaire Newton. Basically we've
been able specifically Frank did all
the behind the work you know kept
I

'

Photo By Eric Hall
HUSA President Marilyn Hoosen and Vice President Q. Torah Jackson, Ill n1eet with The Hilltop Editorial Board.

been in the red?

But, we're going to do our best to
make sure it doesn't happen again.

HUSA: Well, first of all, when we
came into office there were three
I think in light of our experiences
ac~ounts. There's an Executive
from the past I think it was a good
Account, a Programs Account, and
idea. The alternative to that as sugan Organization Account.
The
gested by Ms. Weston to so,ne of the
Organizations Account and the Proother student leaders was to purchase
grams Account had a surplus of
prepaid phone cards. That way not
funds left over from last year. The
only do you alleviate the possibility
Executive account however was the . of there being so1ne type of debt, but
one to which the telephone bills were
you have son1e way of accounting
assessed. And so when we entered
within those persons that would have
in the summertime, they still had not
access to those phone cards and that
assessed that $55,000 amount to our
they are kept only in the realn1 of
account, so because of administrative
those people to conduct the business
backlog in the telecommunications
of HUSA. So, I think that perhaps
dept. that money was not assessed
the prepaid phone cards concept is
into our account until September.
much better for many of these and I
So, between \1-1-ay and September we
think that it would help to alleviate
thought we were still doing good. By
any kind of problems. I think the
the time September rolled around
administration has done a lot to
and we found out that for the course
recover some of that stigma of misof three months-April, May and
use and abuse. Hopefully, next year
June, the students ran the phone bill
we'll be able to say that we were
up to the cost that they did. That's
more responsible than previous years
when we were told that it was
and perhaps, some year long time in
assessed to our Executive account
the future. We'll be able to get back
and we didn't have any 1noney in it.
to the point where we can control our
In fact, we were deeply in the red.
finances.
Since then, that's when we employed
Frank to go back over the paperwork
HUSA: Well, I'm a strong believer
with Mr. Dawson who works in the
in destiny, so I think that everything
University's payroll office and look
that happened was a learning expeat some of the open commitments
rience for us. Things have worked
that we had that we could perhaps
out well in the final analysis. The
cancel and that would help to alleviGeneral Assembly meeting that was
ate some of the debt. I got a printheld in April whereby the motion
out today that dated back to Decemwas put before the floor that each
ber 31, 1999 and it shows that we're
individual that HUSA had chosen as
in the red at $28, 000 and some
a staffer be brought before them for
change. We still have so1ne work to
approval was a precedent. Which
do. The University, I think, although
was never happened before and so,
I am not certain has been in contact
many of our staffers in fact all of
with the telecommunications departthem had some glitches about prement to see if there is a way that they
senting themselves before General
can at least waiver some of that
Assembly and being accepted and
amount and accept partial responsisome were accepted and others were
bility. Because had they noticed at
not. In light of all that's happened,
the end of the first month, which was
those persons who have stuck with us
April, that the phone bill was so high
from then until now have truly shown
they could have terminated those · their co,nmitment to us. And even
calls. Therefore, we wouldn't have
those persons who were not chosen
incurred the debts being made in
by General Assembly have come in
June. And so, I think that there's a
unofficial capacities and provided
partial responsibility on their part
support for HUSA. So, I think that
for that.
at the end of the day we've learned a
lot from this and it's been challengHilltop: What steps are you all tak- ing to us. But, we're thankful to say
ing to insure that this doesn't happen
that our staff is still with us.
again? Do you think it was a good
idea to cut off all campus organizaHilltop: What did you all expect and
tions' long distance?
how has your tenute differed from
what your expectations were?
HUSA: In response to the first part
of your question, what measurements
HUSA: Well, I think that the platare we taking? One, I guess is a safeform that you see today was like a
ty net, so we can raise enough money
miniature version of what we actu-

with us make that happen in perhaps
6-8 months. We won't see it this year,
so as long as the next year's student
governn1ent is committed to it, we'll
see it happen next year.

Hilltop: Can you run dpwn your
platform for us and explain what you
accomplished?

HUSA: We'll start with the principles. I think in terms of our responsibility to the student body first we've
really con1e through on that. I mean
Terah and I have had our own phones
disconnected and all. We've had
some rough patches, but we've stuck
by that which we stood for which was
having a responsibility in serving the
students in light of all the pitfalls and
I think that particularly looking at the
fight for the tuition freeze when our
students came out wearing black on
that Tuesday and some of them
accompanied us up to vice-president
Elzey's office for the Tuition Rates
and Review committee meeting. We
realized that not only are responsible
for the student body ftrst, but they too
have stood with us in this fight and
with this spirit of unity which is what
we ran on. We were able to accomplish at least that united front at the
level to which we could effect the
outcome. As far as transparency and
disclosure is concerned, we had a
great deal with the General Assembly in that we had quorums every single time during this academic year.
We have made sure that all of the programs account and the organizations
funding that had money in them.
The General Assembly was fully
aware of each and every penny and
it was fully accounted for. So, we
certainly maintained that sense of
transparency and we disclosed all of
the facts to them. And I' II just end
up with the inclusions to the amount
of all student entities. We had a
HBCU symposiun1 in the Fall, last
semester. It was one of our programs where we had students represented fron1 various parts of the
country and with that we have tried
in the seam bridge the gap between
Africa and the Diaspora. I think that
that sense of inclusiveness of
Howard University and other area
schools. We've tried to ,naintain that
sense of inclusion.
Basically the ftrst policy we have is
student representation on all University, Trustee and Administrative
decision making by subcommittees.
The first Board of Trustees meeting
in the Fall was not open to us. That

Hall meeting. J"ve gone to the retreat
with the Faculty senate to give a presentation there.
We also have a
com1nittee in the General Assembly
to look at this issue specifically.
We've also had n1eetings with different ad,ninistrators including
Provost Garibaldi trying to say •·well
let's readdress these areas." We've
had the chairpersons of the university school curriculum panel, Dean
Donaldson and Dr. Eleanor Traylor
come address us. We went through
step by step with them as well. A
particular interestwas the question of
the African American cluster and
we felt strongly that because this is
a black institution that the African
American cluster ought to stay in the
core curriculum. We were very
happy to see that the University went
back on their revision where they
were calling it a historical awareness.
And went back again to calling it the
African American cluster, so we're
very fortunate in that regard. There
are still so,ne loopholes we think in
the curriculum that require further
attention. Overall, we're pleased it.
After the tuition freeze, as you all
noticed, this is a major part of our
platform when Christa Blackwell,
who is the Graduate Student Assembly Vice-Coordinator and I went into
Tuition Rates and Review Committee meeting we knew we were up
against some hefty giants because we
were the only two student representatives there on that committee.
Nonetheless, we still came with and
persisted that we could do a presentation for them, so we could at least
influence the minds of the faculty.
We knew administrators at least had
their minds set, but the faculty members were the ones that we focused
on. Unfortunately, most of them
were Graduate faculty members only
one of them was undergraduate and
that was Dean Donaldson. We really want to thank him because when
it came down to vote he was the only
person beside Christa and myself
that voted against the tuition
increase. He instead suggested, and
I truly concur with him, that we need
to look at our recruitment and retention efforts to keep the university at
enrollment capacity which you know
as of now, our numbers are very far
from that. This semester at least, the
preliminary statistics show that we're
at least 1500 less than we were last
sen1ester, so our student body enrollment figures are really down. I think
that the University has not placed
enough emphasis on recruitment and
retention, so we can get those num-

bers up to 12,000 which is what
Howard University was when I came
in my freshman year. That would
help to defray the costs of University's expenditures because you would
have a larger number of students and
therefore a greater number of income
from tuition as a source of revenue.
In addition to the tuition freeze, I
don't think that the tuition freeze
movement is over. It's not over:
You'll definitely see more from us on
this matter throughout this semester.
I think the core issues such as
accountability, visibility, equity that
accelerated the tuition freeze will
continue to be concerns that we will
address to the student body. Such
as going to full disclosure of the
budget. I think tuition freeze will
become synonymous with the
administration as fiscal integrity was
with us. Showing the policies of loyalty, transparency, disclosure, respon- ·
sibility that we took the stance that
we're not going to get paid and we let
everyone know that that's exactly
what we're going to do. The same
way, I personally feel that the university administrators should say,
Well maybe we should take a slight
pay cut. If the students have to take
a tuition increase. They should as the
Board of Trustees ask President
Swygert, as Vice President Elzey
has already promised to show the
budget to the student body. Publish
it in The Hilltop. This is something
that we did request in the committee meetings that we had in the
Tuition Rates and Review committee,
but we were told that they do everything short of publishing it in the
Hilltop. That there is a budget task
force where students are invited to
participate in. But, as far as I'm concerned not 10,000 students fit in a
budget task force meeting, but
l 0,000 students do read the student
newspaper. So, as far as I'm concerned the answer that was given
was not amicable. Another thing
that we're going to do, like the video
that the Drew Hall dorm council did,
we're going to do a university wide
video and hopefully by the Charter
Day dinner get that video mailed out
to all of the board members so that
they fully understand that what we
feel the major problem-is here that it's
not just that the tuition was increased,
but that we have nor seen improvement in the facilities, dorms, in the
equipment particularly in the science labs and so forth. So, we understand that President Swygert's strategic plan for action is given priority
when they look at the budget and
what allotments they would give to
various assignments. However,
before we can start to become
grandiose in some of the ambitious
endeavors that I think the Strategic
Plan for Action want and I hear that
there's a Part II as well. We have to
look at our basics as well. Charter
Day is March 4. March 3rd is going
to be a bi~ day.

Hilltop: What steps have you all
taken to prepare yourself for the
tuition debate?

HUSA:

When the Middle States
Accreditation board was here, the
university did a self study report.
What we did with our research and
developn1ent department was go
through the self study report and
look at particularly at their chapter
that discusses revenue. We then saw
that the number one revenue is of
course, the congressional appropriation. The second is tuition. And so
as we compiled our investigative
reporting and researching on that, we
came to the conclusion that tuition
should not be looked at as a source
of revenue, but it should serve as a
means of operating· costs. This an
educational institution ~ot a corporation, so when we prepared leading
up to the Tuition Rates and Review
n1eeting we looked at how we could
perhaps persuade the ,nembers of
that committee to look at tuition as a
source of operating co~ts instead of
as revenue. As a step further, we
compiled surveys of undergraduate
and graduate students to get an idea
of what the problems are in each of
their own schools and colleges and
what they perceive to be the problems in the cafeteria. There was a
proposed technology fee that came
up, how students felt about that. In
addition to the surveys, we had petitions circulating around the campus,
so we could get a great number to
sign up and say no, we are not in support of a tuition increase. So, those
are just son1e of the things that we·
have been doing. We didn't want to
go out their cold turkey without having done some of the research. We've
also been having meetings with different administrators. We met with
President Swygert, Elzey, wrote letters to Vice President Archer.
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New Hampshire: ~lways First, Always Right'---<l \I,/
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By JEREMY SKOG
The Dartmouth (Dartmouth College)

Eye on the Diaspora
News Fro1n Around
The World
Tun Survive Plane That Went
'Brram!'
ABIDJUAN, Ivory Coast - Kenya
Airways Flight 431 plunged into the
Atlantic ocean a mile from the Ivory
Coast Sunday night. Of the 179 passengers, IO survived. The cause of the
accident is still under investigation.
Emmai1uel Madu, 33, was able to
survive the crash by holding on to
floating wreckage for over two hours.
Madt1, said that he knew something
was wrong with the pla11e as soon as
it took off.
"I don't know whether it was a11
explosion or 11ot; all I know is that the
plane broke apart ... while we were in
the air, not (as) we l1it the water," Madu
said. "Then brram! All of us in the
sea."
Madu sat in seat 26B, after switching
seats with his friend who had a window seat. Madu's was unable to find
his friend after the accident.

Many African Countries
Lose UN Votes
UNITED NATIONS - Forty five
countries, mostly in Africa, lost their
voting rights in the UN General
Assembly Tuesday after failing to pay
dues, UN officials said.
Most of the cottntries will pay tip
before the next voting meeting in September. Fifty-two cor1ntries did not
meet the Ja11. 31 deadli.J1e for payment.
This was tl1e highest total of non-pay•
.
ing coqQ.tfi(is in f~C~J\t ye11rs. The UN
allowed seve11 countries to vote
because-0fextenuating financial woes.
Of the 188 members 011ly 43 countries
paid for the 2000 year by the Jan. 31
deadline.
' '

,

'

,ii\)

(U-WIRE) HANOVER, N.H. - Since
1920 the New Hampshire primary has been
the first stop for presidential hopefuls, and
since 1924 every successful candidate in the
. general presidential election has always also
won in New Hampshire, with the exception
. of Bill Clinton in I 992.
The prin1ary's importance and accuracy
has led ii to adopt the slogan "Always first,
always right," and it has launched New
Hampshire and candidates, both mainstream
and off-the-wa11, into the nation's spotlight
every four years.
Such renown has led many other states to
move up the dates of their primaries in order
to capture some of the attention. This procedure, known as "front-loading," led to the
enactment of the New Hampshire pledge as a
method to preserve the Granite State's first-inthe-nation status. This pledge requires candidates running in New Hampshire not to participate in any primary held earlier than seven
days after the New Hampshire primary.
The ease of campaigning in the state has
made it an ideal place for candidates 10 gain
national prominence and test out their platforms.
,
An emphasis on personal politics in which
candidates visit small stores, cafes and even
voters' homes - dubbed "retail politics" helps lesser-known candidates propel themselves into the national spotlight. Candidates
who seem to be catching on in New Hampshire
can often then become subjects of national
media attention, furthering their momentum.
Such tactics gave Jimmy Carter th e
mon1entum he needed to propel hin1self
from being a virtually unknown - nicknan1ed in the primary "Jimmy Who?" - all
the way to the presidency.
The primary's meager ballot requirements,
including the completion of a filing form and
the payment of a $1000 fee, have made it an
ideal place for "frin ge" candidates to campaign. The lax restrictions have led over I 00
candidates to run in the last two elections.
According to the Library & Archives of
New Hampshire's Political Tradition,
numerous colorful candidates have run
throughout the years.
Willie Carter, of Texas, insisted that he was
the son of Jesus and was destined to become
president in I 996, while Jack Mabardy's
platform was a governmental training course
to prevent takeover by UFOs.
Irwin Schiff spent three years in jail as a
self described "pol itical prisoner" who
refused to pay his income tax. Although, as
a felon he could not vote, he was sti11 allowed
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New Jersey senator,
·
1
1
Bill Br'adley, too1t'a ;~ r 1
close second in the9rt IP
primary race by \\,'inr•, 1q;~
ning the majoritvr, o~
,r 01,1..,.,
independent votes 10
New 1-lampshire/d tlHW
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U.S. An1 bassadio,r1 J., rb' l
Alan Keyes, dropped 1- ,
.
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to fourth place 1n the
first primary of the
2000 presidential
'
I
race.
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New Hamphire Primary Results
I

Democrats
Al Gore 52%
Bill Bradley 47%
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to run for president in 1996.
Sam Rouseville never quite made it to
being an official candidate. He dressed as
Uncle San1 and rushed from Massachusetts
to meet the filing deadline, only lo be pulled
over tor speeding and kept from ever making it to Concord, N.H.
Perhaps the most interesting was Colossus
the Gorilla, entered by his owners at Ben-

son's Wild Animal Farm in Hud son .
Because he was too big to fit in a car, they
sent a chimpanzee to Concord as a stand-in .
Colossus was eventually denied because he
was only I 6 years old and
meet th e
. - didn't
.
federal age requirements.
Some candidates have been more ,veil
known. Ron Kovic, Vietnam War hero and
subject of"Born on the Fourth of July," ran

in I 992 and garnered 37 votes.
With all of the tradition and the slature that
it brings, along with the $32 million it adds
to the state's econ9my every four years, the
first-in-the-nation primary is understandably son1ethiog that New Hampshire is "
reluctant to let out of its grip. The state
defeated the notion of a regional primary
back in I 977.

HAVANA, Cuba-Elia11 Gonzalez's
two gra11dmothers complained that
their visit with their grandson last
week was continually interrupted and
very short. They also denied claims
that they were 111anipulated by tlle
Cuba11 governme11t.
"We are not hostages. We are acting
freely," said Go11zalez's paternal
grandmother, Mariela Quintana, on
Cuba11 television.
Quintana's comn1ents were in
response to remarks that the host of the
meeting between the gra11dmother ai1d
the boy n1ade alleging that the grandmothers' were bei11g manipulated by
the Cuba11 government to make the
boy go to Ct1ba.
Qumta11a said that tl1e child was very
quiet a11d withdrawn during the Ja11. 26
meeting. She also said that people
contmually ca111e i11 and out of the
i:oom during the n1eeting and the
promised two hour visit was cut to 90
minutes.
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Services rt1led that Gonzalez go back
to father in Cuba. Miami relatives are
trying to block tl1e order in federal
court. U.S. District Judge William
Hoeveler will hear argun1e11ts Feb. 22
whether tlle lawsuit will be dismissed.

Compiled by Kel/iD. Estersfro1nAssociated Press Reports.
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Cuban Grandmothers
Have Disappointing Visit
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Republicans
John McCain 49%
George W. Bush 3 1%
Steve Forbes [3 %
Alan Keyes 6%
Gary Bauer I %

File Photo
Arizona senator, John McCain, came out on top in the first 2000 presidential primary race with
a surprising double-digit victory over Bush.
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ACLU Pushes for an
By ALLEN POWELL
Hilltop Staff Writer
t was a rainy night along 1-95 when
Robert Wilk.ins was stopped, ordered
out of his vehicle, and forced to wait in
the rain for45 minutes by the police. Wilkins
was a cri nlinal. He had committed the same
crime millions of African Americans commit everyday; he was DWB, drivi11g while
black.
Returning fro1n a family funeral, Wilkins
had to endure passing motorists stares, and
a humiliating feeling of helplessness.
"The police lights were flashing while cars
passed. People were slowing down to watch,
with their faces pressed against window. We
were just standing there, looking stupid and
feeling humiliated and we hadn't done anything wrong," said Wilkins.
Howeve1; because this Washington, D.C.
based lawyer knew his rights he was able to
avoid the added e1nbarrassment of a police
dog search of his vehicle. Wilkins' feelings
are not unique. Black motorists around the
country endure traffic stops for no reason, or
for such violations as "wobbly driving."
The ACLU is launching a ferocious threepronged attack on DWB stoppages, or as it
is commonly known, racial profiling. Its
strategy entails litigation, legislation, and
increasing public awareness. Already it has

I

filed lawsuits in six states for victims of this
largely undocun1ented and ignored crin1e.
Maryland, New Jersey and Pennsylvania
are states in which charges have been
brought.
These lawsuits, while effective, are
extre1nely time cons uming, and do not usually produce large monetary gains. However. they do result in a changing of some policies. In Maryland, a victory in a 1993 case

,!
"Of course police are going to lie, you need
cameras," Blue said.
1-95 is a notorious danger zone for African
American motori sts. Along a particular corridor, African Americans represented only
16.9% of the total n1otorists, but were 72.9%
of the motorists stopped. This appear\?.':1
strange when compared to the 75.6% to
19.7 % ratio of total n1otorist to motorists
stopped of whites. However, what was even

1-95 is a notorious danger zone for African American
motorists. Along a particular corridor, African Americans represented only 16.9o/o of the total motorists, but
were 72.9% of the motorists stopped.
required that Maryland Stale Police keep
detailed reports of all traffic stops, including the driver's race. In 1998, the ACLU filed
a class action suit on behalf of the Maryland
NAACP, and 11 individual 1ninority
motorists.
Jade Blue. a sophomore public relations
student from Philadelphia supports the
ACLU's efforts and said that while she has
never been detained, she has friends and
family members who have. Blue feels that
the new legislation is a good way to hold
cops accountable, but suggests using cr uiser cameras to monitor police actions.

stranger was the story of James and Etta
Carter.
The Carlers were traveling from their
daughter's wedding in Florida to their home
in Philadelphia along 1-95. Coincidentally, it
was also the Carters' 40th wedding anniversary. There was nothing nostalgic about this
day. After being stopped for the aforementioned "wobbly driving," the Carters had
their car searched by canine, and all of their
belongings removed fron1 it and searched.
The elderly couple was forced to wait for
upwards of an hour sitting on the side of the
road. When Etta Carter asked to use a

~

portable toilet in th e back of their car, she
I
was cautioned to be quiet or be handcuffed I t
by a police officer. Eventually the elderly ,, ,
woman soi led herself. Although the Carters ,1 ,
were detained for two more hours, they were , ,1
eventually compensated when the ACLU 1
won $50,000 for them in a lawsuit agai nsl the I
Maryland State police.
,
The Carters and Wilkins represent only a .,
small number of those wno feel they · have ,
suffered the indignity of being stopped sole, •· ,
ly for the color of their ski n. Howard Wni•,•1 ,
versity sophon1ore broadcast journalism stu-" 1
denl, Tamika Hawkins, said she was stopped 1
a few days ago.
I•
•
l
"The officer said I ran a red light, but the , ,
light was yellow," said Hawkins. "A white ·,
officer pulled n1e over and didn't give me a
,
citation. I felt like he wanted to show he had
the power over me to stop me at anytima/l u [
The ACLU is supporting legislation, pr<ia1 ,
posed by Rep. John Conyers of Michigan, , ,
which would require police officers to keep,, 1
detailed records of all traffic stops. These. :
would include driver's race and the reason
for the stop. Nevertheless, the ACLU main'
1
tains that public pressure and education, ,
about rights are two important weapons , ,
against racial profiling. The ACLU passed _
oul pamphlets at the Heritage Bowl in , ➔
Atlanta in an attempt to inform the public df ,,
the need to protect themselves.
; .rl·
.,
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U.S. House Passes Gamma Hydroxbutyrate Bill:,:,:.:.'~·i: :
,

By HANNA LOPATIN
Michigan Dai ly (U. Michigan)
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The
first piece of legislation the U.S. House of
Represenlatives passed in the new century
has made one of the most prominent drugs
on college campuses a federally-controlled
substance.
·
The "Samantha Reid/Hillory J. Farias Date
Rape Control Prevention Act of 1999,"
named in memory of two teenagers who
died after unknowingly ingesling the drug
GHB, passed by a margin of 339-2 in the
House of Representatives Monday night.
GHB, formal ly known as gamma hydroxbutyrate, has been used both as a date-rape
drug and tor recreational purposes. Nineteen

deaths nationwide have been attributed to the
drug.
Reid, of Rockwood, Mich., died after
drinking a soda spiked with GHB at a
party in January of 1999. Traces of GHB
were also found in the body of University student Courtney Cantor, who died after
falling from her sixth-floor dorm window
in 1998.
Congressn1an Bart Stupak (D-Menominee), who co-sponsored the bill along with
Congressn1an Fred Upton (R-St. Joseph)
and Sen. Spencer Abraham (R-Mich.) in the
Senate, said before the vote, " it's been a lot
of work over the last three years. It will be
good to have this vote."
The bi II had passed by large margins in
both the House and the Senate last year but
was unable to make it through for final

approval before the new year. The House
approved the Senate's version of the bill,
allowing it to avoid ti1ne in a conference
committee and therefore pass through to
President Clinton more quickly. David
Woodruff, Upton's press secretary said lhe
Senate made only "small legislative
changes" to the House's original bill.
The law makes GHB a Schedule One drug,
ranking it among drugs like heroin and
cocaine.
"We're dropping the hamn1ers on sexual
predators who are trying to take advantage
of young girls," Woodruff said. "Rapists
use it as a tool. It's no different than
pulling a gun or pulling a knife to rape
somebody."
"The next step," Woodruff said, "is to
replace the hodge-podge effort of state

laws."
, 111 ir1
One of the two votes against the bill c:'ame- •
from Rep. Ron Paul (R-Toxas). Paul's ,Press••
Secretary Thomas Lizardo said the : con·"
gressman voted against it primarily because,:
it involved federalizing a criminal law, wfilctr.
is not consistent with his oath 10 uphoitl'li1s' 1
Constitutional vows.
1"}11 1:,"'~
Lizardo said Paul was not hesitant ltJ'Vbte•
against the bill even though Farias was from •
Texas.
-- ----..L.L ,1,
Woodruff said because there has beeii ,
responsible research of the effects of GHB
on narcolepsy, son1e provisions have bee!\' !
n1ade to allow continued research. B,lt,'lllei' '
penalties for misuse of the drug, will still be
the same as a Schedule One drug. ' · ,,,,,,
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Anti-Segregation Activist
Remembers Landmark
Sit-In 40 Years Later
,

(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. - The four
freshmen at North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University had finished a full
day of classes that Monday afternoon in 1960.
But Franklin McCain, Joseph McNeil, Ezell
Blair Jr. and David Richmond had one more
assignment ahead of them: writing a new
chapter of our history.
,\s they walked into Woolworth's merchandise store on South Elm Street, the enormity
of what they were about to do must have
weighed heavily on their minds. Although the
city of Greensboro, N.C., prided itself on a
history of smooth race relations and what was
seen as a sense of emergent progressivism at
the time, it was still in the grip of Jim Crow
segregation, discrimination and racial prejudice.
When these four students sat down at the
sl;iiny lunch counter to be served as equals
with the white people who were already there,
their action was seen and felt around the

By LAUREN B. ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
olice brutality is nothing new to the
black comn1unity. After years upon
years of abuse at the hands of those
whose duty is to "serve and protect", blacks
are still plagued by racial profiling and
unfair treatment.
In 1996, a 22 year old n1an named Javier
Ovando was framed by police and sent to
prison because of alleged perjury. After being
shot by LAPD, a sawn-off rifle was placed
in his hands by the Jaw enforcement officers.
Due to the incident, Javier Ovando 'is confined to a wheel chair for the rest of his life.
In 1997, 30 year old Abner Louima was
sodemized with a toilet plunger by police in
the 70th Precinct in Brooklyn, NY. After
being handcuffed and beaten twice on the
way to the precinct, Louima was assaulted
i_n the bathroom. After being stripped and
called racist names Louima was sodemized

P

"There were heartfelt, strong convictions
that this was the time to step up to the plate
and take segregation on," said McNeil, one of
•
the now-famous four. "The feeling was there,
the reality was there, the need was there." The
students, all of whom were on academic
scholarship at the university, had hatched the
plan and strategy in their dorm rooms.
During that first day, a white waitress
informed them that in accordance with Woolworth's policy for its Southern stores, they
would not be served. A black employee sternly lectured them about how their action would
hurt race relations. But for the most part, the
sit-in was quiet.
And then, as McNeil recalls, an older white
woman told them she was proud of what they
were doing. "Her response was that she had
wished they had done it sooner," McNeil
said. For the four who otherwise sat alone that
afternoon, it was a sign that encouraged then,
to return the next day.
COMING OF AGE
Back on campus, the four struggled to convince skeptical classmates of what they had
done. Finally, they persuaded their fellow students that they were telling the truth and
many promised they would join the four the
next day.
On Tuesday more students showed up,
including Lewis Brandon, a junior at A&T
who came with his roommate. He says now
that he was not too surprised at the activism
the sit-ins exemplified. "Students at A&T
had come from leadership backgrounds and
there was a legacy of activism," he said.
"Being a black youth growing up in the '50s
and '60s used to Jim Crowism and segregation, we were prepared to take on roles of this
nature."
The roles were not easy, students were heckled on a daily basis mostly by white men and
boys.
.,
William Chafe, Mary Alice Baldwin professor of History and Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences added, "The four first-year
students at A&T had come of age intellectually and politically at the time the Brown
[school desegregation] decision was handed
down in 1954. By the time they got to college
when they were 18."

with a plunger.
In 1999, a 22-year-old unarmed West
African immigrant with no cri,ninal record
named Amadon Diallo was shot and ki\led
in the doorway· of his Bronx apartment
building by four New York City police officers. Police fired 41 shots at Diallo, killing
him almost instantly.
The case of Abner Louima has since been
closed finding the officers at fault and sentenced to prison. Javier Ovando has been
released from prison after serving three
years of a 23 year term. The officers involved
in the Diallo case saw their first day in court
on Wednesday.
The cases of police brutality and racial profiling by police continue to pour in from all
over the country.
In 1998 a class action suit was filed against
Maryland state police as they were charged
with racial profiling along 1-95. In over a 21
month period State troopers searched 187
blacks as opposed to 166 whites. As for those
who were arrested, 83 were black and 58 were

Borowski of the Montgomery police department said in an interview conducted January
29, "I'm not sure we really have much racial
brutality in Montgomery County police."
Some Howard students had a different perspective.
"I think it's a good effort that they are trying to put cameras in the police cars, but as
we all know, police can also be crooked and
they can tamper with the tapes easily so, the
real question is will it make a difference,"
Joy Adams, freshman international business major said.
"It's sad that there is so much police brutality that it had to come to putting tapes in
police cars but if it has to be done, it has to
be done." Devyn Forner, freshman political

white. Cases like these prompted Maryland
legislatures to install cruiser cameras in all
Silver Spring patrol cars by this summer.
The ca,neras' purpose is to monitor police
activities, 'said officials.
The cameras are positioned in such a way
that they can be turned to face any direction.
The VCR that holds the video tape is located in the trunk, with only a "policy" to prevent officers from tampering with it. The
cameras would be automatically turned on
when an officer acti vales the e1nergency
lights on the cruiser and the audio would
have to be turned on manually by the officer themselves.
The cameras are being adopted due to both
incidents concerning police brutality and the
extreme volume of citizen complaints the
district receives. Junious Roberts an
unarmed black man was fatally shot in the
back, by a county police officer last April.
But, some officers still are not convinced
that the cameras and other measures to end
racial profiling and brutality are needed. Lt.

science major said.
"Police brutality needs to be ended period, regardless of if that means a law being
passed by Congress or cameras in police
cars." Robin Buther, sophmore international business major said.

Evidence Proves Jefferson Fathered Slave's Child

nation.
•
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Corrupt Police

By JASON WAGNER
The Chronicle (Duke U.)
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By SHERYL ROBERTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
After 200 years of speculation over the sexual relationship between America's third
president, Thomas Jefferson, and his slave
Sally Hemings, conclusive evidence offers
resolution to the controversial issue. Thomas
Jefferson fathered at least one of Sally Hemings' children, the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation acknowledged last Wednesday.
"Although paternity cannot be established
with absolute certainty, our evaluation of the
best evidence available suggests the strong
likelihood that Thomas Jefferson and Sally
Hemings had a relationship over time that
led to the birth of one, and perhaps all, of the
known children of Sally Hemings,"
announced Foundation President Daniel P.

Jordan.
DNA testing done last year showed that
Eston Hemings, Sally's youngest son, had Ychromosome markers similar to those of
five of the Jefferson family's acknowledged
descendants.
Despite these findings, Jordan appointed
a research committee to verify them. The
Foundation's announcement last week confirmed what the Hemings family had contended all along: that they were descendants of one of the nation's founding
fathers.
"It's wonderful vindication," Dorothy Westerinen, a descendant of Hemings, told the
Washington Post. "To have the most professional historians, who have dedicated their
lives to studying Thomas Jefferson, validate

our claim is outstanding."
However, many acknowledged descendants
of Thomas Jefferson argued that Jefferson's

another public acknowledgment for which
that the Hemingses have continually fought.
Last September, Charlottesville, VA. began
consideration to name a street after Sally
Hemings. Charlottesville is Thomas Jeffe1son's hometown and the town in which Hemings lived after she was freed.
On Valentine's Day weekend, CBS will air
a miniseries of the president's relationship
with Hemings. Whether or not the affair was
a product of lust, love, or prostitution is still
a subject of debate. When CBS originally
asked for use of the Monticello estate in filming the miniseries, the Foundation declined.
"Foundation policy forbids the filming of
any fictional account at Monticello,"
spokesperson Whitney Espich told USA
Today last September.
The Hemingses were the first slaves known
to have blood relation to an American president.

brother or one of his nephews could be the
father of Eston.
The committee disagreed. There is no evi'
dence that any of those Jefferson males
were
at Monticello, the president's home, when
Hemings became pregnant.
Some historians believe Jefferson to have
been the father of Hemings' other children
as well. Records show that no other Jefferson male, aside from the president, was at
Monticello nine months before the births of
each of ~Iemings' children.
These developments are a huge victory for
the descendants of Sally Hen1ings. Following the DNA results last year, the Monticello Association (a group of Jefferson's
acknowledged descendants) refused the
Henlingses admittance into the Association
and the right to be buried at the family's
Monticello cemetery.
The committee's announcement is just

Black College Reunion Lawsuit Still Pending
By ERRICA DOTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
Many Historically Black College and University affiliates wonder if the Black College
Reunion, held annually in Daytona Beach,
Fla .. will ever be the same again. These
feelings arose following the lawsuit filing on
May 20, 1999 by five African An1erican
guests of the Adam's Mark Hotel, for alleged
racial discrimination and unfair treatn1ent
from the hotel's staff and management.
Adam's Mark and their parent, the HBE
Corporation maintain their innocence,
declaring all allegations are false.
The plaintiffs contend that the Adam's
Mark Hotel required all black guests to wear
orange wristbands to gain adnlittance to the
hotel, pay for food and room prior to check
in, and pay higher room rates. Black guests
were also subjected to hostile security measures, denied valet parking services, and

room amenities such as telephone and movie
services were shut off. The plaintiffs allege
that the hotel generally provided subsiandard
service thi·oughoul the weekend. Even in the

severity of these charges, some members of
the African American community neither
believe nor support the efforts of this lawsuit.
"I was certainly surprised to hear of recent
allegations made against the Daytona Beach
Adam's Mark Hotel by five African American patrons following the Black College
Reunion Weekend,'' said Dean O'Brian, Former Chairman of the Black College
Reunion, Daytona Beach Florida. ·'As an
African An1erican, I am mindful that whenever such charges of discrimination are
made, there is both a need for concern and

for an appropriate examination as to the
validity of the claims. And, when warranted, those responsible should certainly be
held accountable."
But in this instance, O'Brian says he finds
it hard to believe the allegations; sighting
the vast role Adam's Mark has played in the
planning and handling of the Black College
Reunion as the weekend's vocal point.
Ernest Boger, Director of Hospitality Program at Bethune-Cookman College, strongly agrees with O'Brian explaining the history of the Black College Reunion and his

Chief Executive Officer of Adam's Mark
Hotels, Fred S. Kummer responded to the
United States Department of Justice investigation.
"We believe that, when the Department's
investigations are concluded, Adam's Mark
and its parent, HBE Corp., will be completely exonerated from the allegations in the
complaint," said Kummer. "We believe that
the facts of this case will prove that our conduct has reflected no bias with regard to race
or ethnicity, and that our actions were consistent with those employed by other leading lodging companies across the US."
Kummer holds that the hotel is a friend and
supporter of the Black College Reunion and
that they have and will continue to accommodate its guests. He goes on to explain that

reasoning as to why he feels that the Adam's
Mark has been "a gracious and hospitable
supporter of [the weekend's] activities."
"In my opinion, the Adam's Mark strategy for accommodating the BCR, and its
support of the event since 1995, has shown

initiative, cooperation and responsibility,"
said Boger. "Based on n1y experience with
the Adam's Mark, BCR guests are treated
with the same respect as any other guests
who stay at the hotel during major events."
As Boger explains, the Black College
Reunion began in 1984 as an attempt to commemorate a football rivalry between
Bethune-Cookman College and Florida
A&M University. However, over the years,

the once small group has grown to unanticipated proportions, causing both schools to
back out from sponsorship, for neither
school had the funds nor the resources to
continue to support this gathering. Since
then, this unofficial reunion has operated
without the official recognition of the City
of Daytona Beach, any oversight of an educational institution, and without a formal
organizing body.
On December 16, l 999 the President and

certain measures were taken as a result of the
crowd size in order to accommodate and protect all hotel guests. However, Kununer recognizes that inevitably there are always a few
bad apples in the bunch but they in no shape
or form represent the feelings of the company. He also agrees to cooperate and work
with the Department of Justice's investigation.
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♦

Application deadline for Fall 2000, Spring 2001 or full 2000-2001
academic year is February 25, 2000
'-

♦

Sophomores and Juniors are eligible to participate in Fall 2000 and
Spring 2001 NSE Program

♦

Opportunity to study at one of more than 150 colleges and
universities in the United States including Hawaii,the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and Puerto Rico !
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♦

Applications available in the Office of Domestic and International
· Exchanges, Room G-11 ''A'' Building
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istorically, blacks have a realize the power of the black dollar
difficulty hailing taxi- and in doing so, seriously investigate
cabs. It is not some- the possibility of starting our own
thing that . - - - - - - - - - ~ taxicab companies as a '
has been
Our View
means of avoiding such
speeific to economic staproblems in the future.
tus, or apparent level of We find the inclusion For as long as we are
affluence, but only to our of race as a criterion dependent on such comskin complexion. Now, for judging ''suspect panies for our transas this form of institu- passengers'' for taxi- portation, they will concabs unacc.eptable and
tionalized racism and
demand that DC's
tinue to provide us with
disc;rimination becomes
mayor and chief of
rude, overpriced and
mo~~ open and apparent, transportation see that inconvenient service.
it behooves us to let it
such policies are
When these things hapcontinue.
amended.
pen, we should not hesi~
True, there are many .___ _ _ _ _ _ ____, tate to write and call the
crimes against taxicab
offices of as many of the
drives that are committed by blacks city's top brass officials until the
and occur in black neighborhoods. problem is adequately resolved to
Still, after the savings and loans our satisfaction. We might be surscandal, were whites any less able to prised at the response a few letters
receive loans and grants from banks? and phone calls can evoke. At this
This is the type of racism that we point, any response is more produccannot stand for, because it-is just the tive than idly standing on the corner
thing that our ancestors fought watching cab after cab pass you by.
agai,,.nst. Collectively, we also must
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everal weeks ago, a fire Although most fire alarms are
ripped through the halls pulled by students, there are a few
of a dormitory at Seton minor fires scattered throughout the
Hall University, killing year. What causes actual fires in
two students and injuring dorms like the Towers? Things such
various others. It was reported that as negligent cooking causes fires.
students ignored the warning, think- Maybe residence hall security
ing it was ''just another false alarm." should be as persistent with fire
Unfortunately, that atti- . - - - - - - - - - ~ evacuation as they are
tude is all too often
Our View
with requesting identiStudents should take f'1cat1on
· to enter a pardemonstrated
by
the necessary safety pre- t.
d
W
Howard University stu- cautions to ensure the . 1cu1ar
orm.
e
dents.
prevention of fires in
know Howard stuLast week, someone set
dormitories and pay
dents
are
off'.'a smoke bomb in
keen attention to fire
apathetic ... but about
frontofthe7thfloorelealarms.
fire alarms? That's
vator in the West Towers.
sad.
The· fire alarm did
The Seton Hall incisound. but there were few students dent should raise awareness regardwho'actually evacuated their rooms. ing fire prevention and safety. HowA bit.overstated perhaps, but we all ever, we're afraid that it will be just
ne{~; Jo take fire alarms seriously. another ''at least it wasn't me story''
Next,time
could be the last.
that will eventually fall by the way,
W'h o wants to read ''Several side.
·Howard University Students Perish Maybe it will take a great tragedy
in :(:;>9i-m Fire'' on the front page of on campus to heighten concern and
the,,Wczshington Post one day? That respect for fire signals. But isn't that
certainly wouldn't be good public always the case with some?
relations for the University.
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ers to the Edttor
How To Write Us
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper.
THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed direcLly to the Editorial Editor in response to published articles. The HD .I TOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and literary style. All
letters 1nust be typed, signed and include a complete address and tele-
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phone number.

The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the THE
HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of
Ho,vard University, its Administration, individual Hilltop Policy Board
~bers, or the sn,dent body. The opinions expressed on the Perspectives page are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the
Editorial Board.
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Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the
nelvspaper of record for the Holvard University conimunity.
Within its pages, our readers 1vill l-Vitness objective reporting and
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historically black University in the 1vorld. We proudly continue a
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..........,...By Michael Winfield
any black women who attend this campus are actively seeking the education to
attain a good job so that they ,nay marry
a white man. An attitude salient on this
campus is black men do not find black
women very beautiful and black women do not find black
men very intelligent. The incessant quest to find fault with
one another on the basis of intraracial sexism is a staple
of the social diet, an attitude that, of course, will drive more
Howard alumnus into glass houses with white spouses. I
cannot stand another "No Good Ni----" poem posted on
someone's door or overhearing yet another persnickety
conversation concerning how unsatisfying someone's last
premarital fornication was because the "ni----" could not
give head . Besides, the only thing he was good for was
his jeep. Well, gee, if you're the sort of woman who only
chases after jeep owning panty-sniffers, what does that
make you? ·
These sorts of behaviors and the attitudes that are associated with them are self-destructive. Too many people on
this campus drink wildly. Too many people on this campus call themselves Christian and know nothing about God
but all about church (these are often the same wildly drinking sinners). Too many people on this ca,npus are setting
themselves up for a middle management isolation, that in
a desperate buppie flail, will latch onto the first piece of
sweaty white flesh it sees in an attempt to exert some control over a soulless existence.

Too many people on this campus are
setting themselves up for a middle management isolation, that in a desperate
buppie flail, will latch onto the first
piece of sweaty white flesh it sees in an
attempt to exert some control over a
soulless existence.
You can see it in the dark-skinned women with skin complexes who twitch every time a man talks to a woman any
color she is not. Often the women are a shade darker, but
the twitching still commences. Skin complexes never
make sense. You can see it in the man

who only talks to light skinned girls, even girls whose
only saving grace is the lightness of their skin. This man
will open doors for these women and close them in the
faces of darker skinner women. You can see it in the thugs
who are considered comn1odities because they exemplify the sup.ermaKculine..s.tereotype with their.preening and
posturing who have glazed over eyes because they are ohso-tired of these Ophelias.
You can see it in the young women who do nothing but
study who one day awaken from a pile of papers in the
rear of a laboratory and find the only one gazing at them
across the room to be a balding white man. By no means
do I pin this phenomenon on the entire
campus. But it is annoying enough to warrant this piece.
Sometimes I wish I had a white costume I could slip into
and use to pick up Howard women. I would pick up three
and four at a time cruising by the Business school. I would
then get them into bed and inthe midst of the industrial
magic I would shed my skin and reveal my blackness just
to witness the reaction. I am convinced it would be a disappointed sigh before a knowing nod: we knew it was too
big. The air would then be awkward and I would have to
leave. Of course this is outlandish, and I do not mean to
slander either the Business school or Howard women (or
men) or white people in general. What I mean to say by
such an absurd exan1ple is that perhaps a defibrillator
should be applied to the student body, because while it is
a precious resource and a beating organ of the future, the
pericardium is wearing thin and an infection is producing
pus. It depends on your stance. I have no problem with
any "mixture" of "race". My sister dates a red-haired German man. However, it seems ridiculous to create a school
for Black education only to educate blacks to diminish
their population. Perhaps people should consider the consequences of their attitudes towards other people who are
black. These things affect how you live. Well, this is the
end of my piece: I'm off to Georgetown to talk to some
white girls.

Michael Winfield is a sophon1ore in the College ofArts &
Sciences. He can be en1ailed at: un1peyfu@yahoo.con1
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Being A Hater vs. Being Accountable
The Truth About Calling Our Student Leaders Out
Charles Coleman, Jr.
here is a deep problem that
has plagued black America
and crippled our leadership
for years. It is an attitude that has
infected our people on every level
imaginable, including here at
Howard University. The scourge I"
have described has no medical
name or foundation; still, I will
L...:...~--~w name it ''haterphobia," meaning
the fear of being labeled a hater. It has grown and spread
so rampantly among our people that many of us would
rather quietly be done an injustice than dare point out
that someone is failing to fulfill a responsibility they
have to others. As a means of avoiding such accusations,
we concoct vast arrays of excuses ranging from 'Well.
their job isn't really that serious' to 'We are all black
people and our business isn't to focus on someone else's
negatives.' Well, frankly I believe that such statements
represent the type of warped mentality that is preventing the progression of our leadership and our people.
Oftentimes, because we are such prolific linguists, we
· tend to introduce catchy words and phrases that become
overused, shallow, and meaningless over time. Think of
the real meaning behind "keeping it real", being "bout
it," or "representing." These are all prime examples of
phrases that people have carelessly overused and
reduced in meaning to nothingness. The term "hater"
and all its variations appear to be headed down a similar path. It is a shan1e that in the same breath that we
can yell, scream and chant the word ·'accountability,"
we are mysteriously transfor1ned into haters when we
actually go about holding our leaders accountable.
When we as individuals, as a student body, and as a
black community say we are co1nnlitting ourselves to
holding our leaders responsible. then at the point where
they violate our trust and leave responsibilities unfulfilled. we are not wrong for calling them out, nor
should we be ostracized for doing so.
On a local level, when your student leaders successfully solicit your votes and support based on their
promises to accomplish specific goals and objectives,
you are not ''hating'' when you subject them to ridicule
when they fail to even atten1pt to complete such tasks.
Why are you a hater for questioning a leader whose
name is constantly in the red-box on the front page of
The Hilltop when it is your money that is being seen in

T

their check every two weeks? If someone can justify to
your satisfaction why you should settle for paying to be
underrepresented, then perhaps your place is not at
Howard.
I am not a hater by definition. With the recent perversion of the term, I am proudly guilty of the title. If
holding our leaders to the promises they make and the
responsibilities they assume at ,vhich point they accept
their positions means being a hater, then I will be a hater
for life.
On an national front, when we have black leaders who
do not represent us well, do not directly serve our interests, or do not act as though our votes and support are
of value, then we should not only use exhaustive measures to expose tl1em, but also ensure that we do not
allow them to get over on us again. Are you hating? If
you are preventing tax dollars and prestige fron1 being
bestowed on someone whom has proven themself undeserving, then it shouldn't matter.
Accountability is not a state of convenience or choice.
We cannot hold one group of people accountable for
having to keep the promises that they make to us, yet
shy away from doing the same when they are en1pty
promises 1nade to us by our homeboys. I am in no way
an advocate for unjustly bashing our leaders because,
just as they too are human, they are subject to n1istakes.
I atn an advocate, however for black people beconting
increasingly critical of our leaders and their actions. It
is both amazing and alarming how other races are quick
to do away with leaders within their community who
don't serve them and their interests, or fail to fulfill their
basic responsibilities, but we continue to support (and
re-elect) individuals who do the same thing to us.
The then1es of responsibility and accountability are
not empty ones in 1ny eyes. Charging that our leaders
should be held accountable on all levels should mean
that when we do call the,n out or retract our support
it is nothing unique or extraordinary because that is
our response to a job poorly done. My botton1 line is,
don't yell accountability if that's not what you truly
seek, and don't yell hater when so1neone rightfully
calls you out.

Charles Cole111a11, Jr. is aj1111ior political science n1ajor
fron, Queens, Nev.• York and the Editorial Editor for The
Hilltop. He ca11 be e-n1ailed at cfcolenU111@111ail.con1

ower is vested in the student
body. Do not be mistaken.
Last week, The Hilltop
printed the tuition freeze movement's arbitrary. This presumption
is pre-mature. The iss ues of
accountability, shared sacrifice, and
improved services that fueled the
n1ovement are still alive in the hearts
of the student body. The Board of Trustees voted to
increase tuition by three percent, raise housing charges
by three percent and add $45 to the matriculation fee.
However even this the student's have the power to change
if we believe. When Duke's tuition was raised the entire
student body withdrew from the University. The administration decreased tuition and the students returned. A
tuition freeze is possible but will we do it? The deci&ion
is up to each student.
I
Every student must answer these two questions: (1)
ls my discontent for Howard University's negligence and
shortcomings greater then my enjoyment of recent and
proposed improvements - the book store, smart classrooms, the super co1nputer lab, the law library, the health
sciences library? (2) Am I so disgusted that I am ready
to withdraw from HU, go home and graduate from a
Bowie State, Maryland U., Texas Southern, UCLA or
SUNY. Jf yes then e-n1ail us at tuitionfreeze@hotmail.com and tell us your story. Tell the administration.
Tell your friends and fan1ily. lell everyone you know. At
this point it would take 4,000 students to withdraw. It
should take only one. But that is not the "If you can't
make it here" culture of Howard. It takes only one.
If you answered NO to either questions then for you
the tuition freeze was about accountability, shared sacrifice and improved services. For you the movement has
just begun. You may share the Board's sentiments that to
sustain development tuition needed to be increased. The
movement has been and continues to be about direct
results from the n1oney you've paid.
This is the "50% victory and 50% loss" line that has
been drawn. Its not about the core curriculum being
passed, it is about the divide that exists between the students who can't afford an increase and those who can
invest the time to wait for Howard to improve. Resting
in this gulf are unfulfilled pron1ises and students leaving the "Mecca.'' Academics and not economics should
set the mark for admissions and student retention.
The proposal that was sent to the Board of Trustees
asked for reform ro the University systeni: predictable fee
increases, a better registration process, increases in
financial aid, more representation and student input, a
diversified accounting system, cafeteria and dormitory
renovations. increased allocations for professors, graduate assistants and the ca,npus police.
We called for shared sacrifice. If the University is
in need of emergency funds, then every sector should
reduce costs and share in the burden. Perhaps President
Swygert should follow the example set forth by forn1er
President's like Mordecai Johnson and General Howard
who reduced administrative salaries to save the
Univer•
sity. I emphasize this point to say that students should not
be seen as a tax base but as stewards who are willing to
pay for improvements that are warranted.
We are not clueless rebels without a cause. We are
not protesters picketing without direction. We are the
imperfect leadership for today and tomorrow and we seek
to make this institution great again. Not just restore it but
enhance it. If this institution is to survive for another 50
years we will have to change our ways. Become more
responsive and proactive. Recognize our imperfections
and prioritize correction of these weaknesses. The call
for the tuition freeze is a call for a belief that black people can build a better University. Do you believe in a
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tuition freeze?

Q.Terah Jackson Ill is a senior philosophy 111ajorand the
current HUSA vice-president. He can be e111ailed at :
1111 i ty2000@ hot n,a i l. co111
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Trifflin' Dyson: Martin Luther King, Jr. Family Beating

j

'
he January 2000 issue of Emerge
magazine article PROFITING FROM
THE DREAM is a self- hating Black
conservative0 style affront to the memory of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his surviving
widow Coretta Scott King. DePaul protessor
Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, a self-professed former welfare-father, devoted his acclaimed
writing to invaginate the martyred dreamer's
wife by portraying her as a greedy and selfish fraud interested only in making herself
into the hardest-working-widow in Civil
Rights business. The entire article in its tone
and scope was an inappropriate, sensationalistic, and anti-hagiographic smear. Dyson
uses his bomb-thrower style to manipulate the
white media to hype his puerile, effete, and
unoriginal published book. Dyson's specious ploy to belittle Martin King by attacking his wife Mrs. King to win white friends
of influence will not work. Coretta has
weathered the storms of tumultuous struggle
for human rights with aplomb, verve, and
grace, and the people will forever love her for
her great sacrifices for nearly 50 years.
Mrs. King's life has been "no crystal stair"

T

and her trial s have been legion: (I) her
homes bombed and illegally wire-tapped;
(2) has been terrorized and/or harassed by all
manner of hateful and abusive people, and for
45 years lived with the daily knowledge that
she or her family members could be slain
because of their close association with Martin King; (3) watched her mother-in-law die
after suffering gunshot wounds inflicted by
a crazed killer with the motive for the crime
still a mystery; (4) she has been harassed by
FBI and IRS for decades; (5) endured marital discord due to unfounded accusations of
infidelity made against her husband by the
intelligence community, and later libelous
allegations cooked-up by a cross-dressing
fascist and his bureau heirs; (6) widowhood
forced her to raise four children alone; and,
(7) her husband was assassinated by forces
described as a conspiracy possibly involving
members of the government. The untimely
death of John F. Kennedy, Jr. last year salts
opened wounds that Mrs. King still has, and
might cause worry for her children-sitting
ducks for a garden-variety psychos from
hard-core racists to Hitler-loving-white-male

suburban high-schoolers looking to get a reputation for killing an important Black.
In spite of all of this, Coretta has triumphed
in keeping King's memory alive-which is
no mean feat given the pervasive an1nesia of
ahistorical Black folks who couldn't remember Christ's name before his cross got cold.
Rejected by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in her efforts to build the
Martin Luther King, Jr, Center for Social
Change, she did it without them.Coretta united the nation to make King's birthday a holiday, and remains a force in Afro-American
life.
. Dyson used to be a promising black intellectual of the "Pax Henry Louis Gates" era
unafraid to confront racism head-on, while
others evade any discourse that might upset
good white foundations. Dyson has, since,
joined the ranks of coquettish black public
intellectuals addicted to fault-finding and
Lee Atwater-styled "blame the victim" ponzi
schemes-fearing that to be prophetic runs
the risk getting the "Lorraine Hotel Balcony
surprise." Moreover, Dyson's lust for "honorary white status" has morphed him into an

academic Cointel-harlot wasting his prose
pimp-slapping Coretta and Martin in his l
May Not Get There With You: The True
Martin Luther King, Jr.
To his credit, he is the master of the art of
the obvious, and to his shame he is a gossipartist hiding behind pseudo-scholarship.
Nothing in his work is new. His references are
full of notes of well-respected white scholars:
David Garrow, Taylor Branch, Stephen Oates
among others. His best chapters give lusty
and unsubstantiated fantasy about ·Martin
King's life and other sundries from the
garbage pail about conflicts with Coretta. In
his chapter Sexual Personae in the Revolution Dyson takes the report of members of the
intelligence community that King was an
abnormally sexually active man. Dyson trust
the third-hand testimony of white FBI agents
that Martin King claimed that "he was ****
**for God," and yet neither he nor the white
man he quoted have ever heard the tapes themselves. For cover, he gets some black folk to
trash King by quoting former USIA director
Carl. T Rowan to give credence to his bile, but
Rowan was a known enemy of King who

opposed the March on Washington and publicly alluded to Martin's assassination. So, this
Princeton Ph.D. takes the word of retired FBI
agents, once in employ of the same agency
that helped to set the climate for King's assassination as gospel truth, that King was a sexcrazed hypocrite- and possibly a closet
homosexual. Even Clarence Thomas and Ward
Connerly have more common sense than this
so-called radical brother.
White elevation and adulation of Dyson's
"acadenlic" work is a racist ruse. Anyone
remotely fa1niliar with the amoral and degenerate youth publications like The Source,
Spin, Blaze, or Vibe will notice that often the
better writing in these parallel Dyson's academic writing in: form, style, and content.
With black radicals like Dyson who needs
supremacists? Black subordination is guaranteed by a coterie of ambitious serfs anxious
to open the Pandora Box of ethnocide.
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Randy Short is a Ph.D candidate in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences and the
Rotation Editor of The Hilltop. He can bee1nailed at randyshort@hotn1ail.con1.
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Divl ion of Student Affairs

l

Students may p ck up free ticket for the games:
F b. 4
11 m - 6pm - lower level of Blackbum Center
Feb. 6
1pm •.3pm - Cramton lobby .
Feb. 7
6pm - 9pm - Cramton lobby
Feb. 7
11am -&pm - lower level of Blackbum Center

January, 2000
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Arts - 84
SPORTSWeek - 85

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

ryant Gumbel has been a naughty,
naughty boy according to his wife, June.
In an article in The New York Daily News,
the soon-to-be-ex Mrs. Gumbel's lawyer
told reporters that she has finally filed for
divorce after several years of separation, and she is
asking for emergency financial relief from Gumbel as
well. "The poor woman is in my office; she's practically destitute," her lawyer Barry Slotnick said
Wednesday. She is being portrayed as a woman on the
brink of financial collapse. She has maxed out credit cards and very little savings and was only receiving $250 monthly from Gumbel, who makes five
million dollars annually.
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ang ... if it ain't one bad PR moment for
BET it's another. Would-be film producer and actor Robert Hayes has plead
guilty to 10 federal drug charges. On
Monday, Hayes admitted that he led a
ring that bought cocaine and marijuana in Texas and
Miami, Fla., to sell in Louisville, Ky. His drug money
helped finance "Winner Takes All," a show which has
been airing on Black Entertainment Television this
month. The movie, filmed in Louisville, stars Hayes
and tells the story of two brothers who grow up in the
inner city-one to become a Drug Enforcement
Administration agent, the other a member of a crime
syndicate. BET said it had no knowledge of Hayes'
drug ties.
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big
bloody chunks or his heart in
()rchard !'ark. '!rue, black men
have to eat first. right'! · rhe loud111outhed. trash-talking llenny that
shook •YOU out of ,·our
96 .Jordans
•
for a ,,·eek straight on the :\-court
and \\·otddn't shnt-u1> about it fhr
t,,·o n1onths.
·r1u..' Hrnny I hat l'hanges the air '"'e

breathe, the thoughts

think. '!'he

\l'C

Bl·nny that all _\'our friends drean1ed
ahout. except for you. I!enny's J'our
hrothl'r. Benny's your can1pus pal.
Bt·nny's .\'Our 1>ersonal psychic ad vier hotline~ 24 hours a day and se,,cn days a \\l•ek.
Benn.\' is the cxl'Cllth:e \'ice-President of thl'
S<:hool of C'onununications. Benny is :\·Ir.
Sch1H>I of t:onununications.
'l'his is lht• Benny that no one n·ill l'\'l'r forget.
Ne\l'I' forget t11e olive green fatigue jark<'t tossed to
the lloor. Not to niention the ire grill nlf:ltcd slo,\·lv under tht:' sizzll' of the spotli~ht, and that sheds
;il,·11ll1 (i1r the custorn-tailorcd lllJG() BOSS
po\\·t·r suit. As Ut•tn1y·s platintun snlile \\·ith Spin111:1·.{·01n stock options rl·flects his soul. hl' i., pre-

ariah Carey is the shiznit to many of
her fans here in the United States and
apparently she's the shiznit abroad as
well. She reportedly came close to
being bum-rushed by fans at an instore signing event in Belgium. Ten thousand fans
reportedly showed up at the CD signing and security was not e~~ullh· So many fans pressed against a
store front window that it shattered. Police ended up
forming a hum.an shield
around Carey to get her to her
limo.

dl'slinl•d. ·

he "Oueen Latifah
Show," along with
"Forgive or Forget," and "Donny
and Marie," is coming back again next season
despite less than satisfactory
ratings. Some people speculated that "Queen Latifah"
would not survive its first
year, but syndicator Telepictures has now given the sho,v
the go-ahead for next season.

· You wake and
is cursing at you in
.Je nleu veux plus!"'
Enough ,,·ith the llennessy
and (;ran :Vlarnier. Stop pouring Courvoisier on n1e. you idiot!
'l"he life of Benny. You \\'ake up to
another platinun1 single. 1\nd on
:Vlondav- one ofvour
. closest friends
dies fron1 a heart attack. follo,,.ed hy
the passing of )Our abuela (grandma)
on \Vednesdav.. \nd then life's dran1a
tnds. son1e,rhere during all the anger
and frustration in -your bodv.
. vour rent
is stolen. \\'hen ii rains that hard. ,vhat
else cun vou do? l.,ife is that dran1atic.
Bennv·s
,;ot hu1nan? If Benn\,
.
. ca1l·t buy or
break the fingers that push the buttons, he'll bite
·e,n off. Ile ,viii. I 'vc seen his teeth. He points do\\ n
at his seven right hands: Black. Steve, ChiJnu,
Shantrellc. (.'ara, :\·ID and Dre, La l·)1n1ilia. l'he
hand that he eats " 'ith is dirty.
. It has been dirtv.
tnost of hi~ lite.

.

!'\<.•\·t·r fi1rgt·I for all 1ho,"t~ seconds (.'ra111ton fr<lzt• '
and ~hattt.·1Td. Sl'l"can1ing IlEN~NEf:, BI•:i\-NEl~.
HEN-NEI•:!!! 'lhpac t•rhocd • '"f<lcus your 1nintl ..
JC,rus .vnnr n1ind.'' exit lhe \lakcvt:'li ('I), Benny
. had
lo \\'in Ihat night. llcnny told n1e (hat he had never
hr(•n inYolved in anything lilie tlu.• \Ir. and l\tfs.
1lo\\·:.,rd Pa~canf.
Hcnny pla_\l'd to rapacit~' l'To\\·ds in Las \'cgas. and
rouldn't desrrihc: the l'1notion lhat electrified

C'r:.unton seals that crisp ni~hl in ()ctobcr. 1\sk his
confidanl in f'l•trospert if Benny should ha\'e \\'Oil
tht· \Ir. llo\Yard co,nprtifion·t ('appurrino skirtt'd the qurslion. Like a lost n1onologue rut front
t·arli1o's \Vay. Hcnny is \\'hat Benny is. ~le's st reel
and he ·s hungry. Ile can't thang:t• that. ,'ou can·t
th.·n\'. that. lle's rockv- and obnoxious. but he's also
ron1p:1s,(;iona le.

Queen Latifuh

t's unbelievable like Biggie. Carlos Santana's
Supernatural set is still the best-selling album
in the nation. It moved more than 199,000
copies last week. His album sales jumped
25,000 copies for the week ending Jan. 23.
Jagged Edge's J.E. Heartbreak was the week's major
debut, landing in the Top 10 with more than 86,000
copies sold. Meanwhile, The Madd Rapper's just a lil'
bit madder these days. His "Tell 'Em Why U Mad"
only moved 17,000 copies in its debut. (We're surprised it moved that many.)

.

Phrn1,._

c1lllrll'°''

ol" B!.:11,i:::nidn Lebron

Hell II)' is a gn1duating senior n1ajoring in radio. ll•lt-\ j..,ion
~ind fihn.
"--·---·--·--~·-· ·······----·· ·-·- ..... --

Jliiey Ne\\-'(on and the culture of a tnan that
rese1nblc.s Sanuny Sosa. Hut ,,·ho l·ares ""'hat pt•oplt• think? Benny is a beautiful person." ·
\Vhcn J\1 r. llo\\·ard \\'as cro,,rned in 1998. Bienvenido L,cbron shed lf:ars brcause he can"t lose.

Benn, kno\\·s he \\'asn't the best out there that
night. 1\laybe- no& l'\'en the setond best, but he
\,·asn't !-.U(Jposcd to lose. Ill' had to \\·in~ hec-ause his
older sister Niurka, Niurka the genius. doesn't

lose. llenny had to n·in. hecause Shantrelle l.,e\\·is
(front tht• ('.BS hit siteon1 everybody loves
ShantrcUc) neYer loses. Uenny hatl to \-,·in. ht•l'ause
his 111an Iii' l,ito fron1 the J)C n1entnr progran1
called it. llennv• had to "in, because Roxhurv• \\ill
not lose.
II 's another 'I\iesda,· at 8:43 p.nt. and llenn)' looks
tired. I caught up \l'ith hin1 het\l·een a class

~

'

Fast-for,\'ard through the hu1nps •~c1e la vida l<>'l'a
de Bit·nvenido Lebron." lie ,vants to l'hange the

perl·cption of hlacks in the rncdia. lit'\ not pushing f{)r the undt\'Cloped atl"i on the air that percti\'t'
blacks as Satnbos. I-le " -ants to dtvelop the n1t•dh.t
in the arta of radio.
Change'! Jlenny·s so1nethi1114 tnorc. 'fhe cocoa
brother has l)orniniran principll's and grace like
his mother. In her culture rnen arc tnade at 12 or
l~t Ifs not hun1anJy possible f(,r son1eont' Hkc
-Benny to \\. ant the thing\ that he '"·ants. Benny
,rants absolute control. Jlenny \\ants hi~ ov,n radio
stations. Plural. \bu look .in IJenny's eyes and
n1ake no n1istakes about'" hat you see. \Vhcther it
take~ five vcar\ or 50 years, !Jenny \\·HI ,,·i n.

,

Se,uor l)re,nir:r is a .>i111onthly eau1r,: that recog•
ni::..es the pro,nising lives uj'graduafing seniors.
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By SHATIKWA BROWN
Asst. LifeStyles Editor
ou know, it seems like the issue of concert security and violence has been a
staple of the American news diet for·
about 15 years or so ... well, here we go
again. Oakland, Calif., officials and
venues are now rethinking the way they book and present hip-hop concerts. "It was not a good scene, and
we clearly can't have a repeat of it," said Gail Steele,
a member of the Joint Powers Authority, which oversees the management of the arena. Officials added
that their reassessment not only applies to hip-hop
concerts, but to other musical genres that attract
"aggressive" crowds as well.

e I I ,
w e 11 ,

we I I .
According to a
sources that choose to
remain
anonymous,
Sade is currently in the
studio wrapping up her
album. (We've been
promised a new Sade
album for years.) The
sources, at Epic Records
and a music editor at an
Sade
East Coast publication,
say that Sade's project is scheduled to drop in June.

INFORMATION FOR E-BRIEFS COMPILED BY BLACKVOICES.COM
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s the millennium has finally begun, it is time to
rank our beloved institution of higher learning
among the rest. As one of the premier Historically Black Universitys, Howard must maintain its impeccable reputation as top-notch. And for what category may
that be you ask? Highest graduation rate? NOT! Lowest
STD percentile? Hell no. Least babies' mamas? Hah!
It is a shame to say that the only award Howard
University students may rightfully claim is,
... best dressed.
Many of us wear our value on our backs.
Why is this you may ask? Because we as black
people seem to perpetually make the same tragic mistake. In Shakespearean times it was called
the fatal flaw. In a movie it would be the rising
action. To other cultures, it is merely shear irony, but
to us it is simply called shopping and it is our downfall.
As an entity, black people are one of the largest consumer groups in the United States. It is why many
Howard students claim that they cannot afford tuition but
have over $4,000 worth of clothing in their personal
wardrobe. Or better yet, why do students take out emergency loans and go to the mall? (Truthfully, if you haven't
done it, you know someone that has or will.)
There is one answer to the ill that plagues our people,
the aesthetics of power. Many of us have become so consumed with looking good, that it subconsciously redirects
logical behavior. For many, dressing has become a symbol of status and power. The better you dress, the better
you are perceived. We are all guilty of this. For example,
when ladies see a man, they look at what kind of jeans
or shirt he is wearing. Tommy, Polo and Timbaland boots
all meet the criteria.
To white people, this is ironic for two reasons. First,
many white designers do not want "minorities" or "urban
benefactors" wearing their clothing (some have even gone
on record stating this fact). Their clothing, which we have

A

ACKS
transcended into "trendy ghetto-chic" attire, was originally created as upper-middle class leisure wear. Their
high prices served as a deterrence from allowing us into
the upper echelon of "dressed" society. Secondly, and
more importantly, most whites and non-blacks know that
true power is derived from one source: ownership. Cars
and clothes do not constitute ownership; however, liquidable assets
do.

Assistant Lifestyles Editor, Shatikwa Brown
asks the question, What's more important fashion or substance?

What does this mean.? It means while we are scrounging and saving to buy Iceberg this and Gucci that, Donnatella Versace owns numerous properties and stocks paid
for by our high-interest credit cards.
It means that we are so close, yet so far from the American dream. It means that we are totally missing the point.
, The decisions that we make as young adullll will shape
the road we travel for our entire lives. Power and prestige
are not derived from what you wear; rather it comes from

what you have, or better yet, own. Power comes from ownership. To ownership yields the power to create, direct and
cease. Without this power you are not even allowed in the
game. It doesn't matter what you wear or say, you have
no monetary assets, and you are not respectable.
Many people confuse perceived power with legitimate
power. Looking important and having significance are two
separate things. As the leaders of the global community,
we should be strivingto have an impact. In the real world,
fancy clothes just look good. Under the misconception
that we cannqt have the whole pie, we go for the
plausible slice. However. this remedy is no
more than a panacea for the poverty bug for it
really doesn't work. You'll end up looking
good with bad-looking bills.
Let's take off the blinders and see the big picture. If you invest that next emergency loan or
refund check in something besides the mall, the
interest will pay you instead of you paying the interest. Tilis serves a dual purpose.
Open your eyes and imagine this. First, in five years
when you are ready to buy a house or start a business,
you'll have a nest egg to start with. You won't have to
run to the bank and take out a heinously large loan with
a blood-sucking interest rate to start your thriving black
business. Secondly, you can invest your money in the stock
of companies we patronize and bring some of our money
back to our communities. (If that doesn't sound good, we
can continue to allow our despondent behavior be the
irony which perpetuates our demise). But if we put our
minds to it, we can create the lives we want, having true
power and success.
Ownership is an integral component of success. Many
of us were not born with silver spoons in our mouths.
However, a mutual fund or stock may be purchased with
as little as $20-$250. (Less than the price of a coach
bag).As the leaders of America, we need to start owning
up to that responsibility and start building.
Though we may think that we are wearing our value on
our backs, we are really wearing theirs.
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T-Boz's
Many
Myriads

mat adds spice to its content. Thoughts
mixes first-person narratives with poetry. Though Watkins did not experience
the most turbulent childhood imaginable, her sickness (sickle-cell anemia)
and parental relationships played a
major role in shaping the woman that is
admired by many today.
An only child for many years, Watkins
grew up in Iowa and Georgia in a single parent home. Watkins shares heartfelt poems which speak to her hardships
and disappointments. Growing up with·
out her father left a mark on her selfesteem and pride. Battling through
emotionally stressful relationships
added more salt to her wounds. Lastly,

.I

By SHATIKWA BROWN
Asst. LifeStyles Editor

Thoughts by Tionne "T-Boz" Watkins
is an insightful attestment to life . Commonly referred to as T-Boz (member of
R&B trio TLC), Watkins shares with
the world her innermost perspectives
on life as a celebrity, a woman, a person.
Thoughts is a collection of poems and
essays which details the depths of the
author's heart and soul. As a "star,"
tribulations may come, but as a woman,
they never cease. Though being a member of the multi platinum group TLC has
played an integral part of her life, when
Watkins comes home and looks in the
mirror, T-Boz is found nowhere. All
that truly remains is her self, Tionne
Watkins.
Self-published by Watkins (Shee Publishing 1995), the book delves into the
realms of insecurity, heartache and
lessons learned by a young black
woman growing up. It's interesting for-

surviving in a male-dominated, sexist

\
'

f

I

'•
Photo Courtesy of Shee Publishing

T'Boz tells her own story of conquering the impossible.

industry broke her spirit. Her only
refuge and salvation came through
purging her thoughts.
Thoughts is not the most prolific or
thought-provoking piece of work you
may read, but it is real. It is a story told
from the eyes of a woman that has experienced life. As the saying goes "he
who feels it, knows it." No one can
explain or narrate the feelings of another, and for this feat, Thoughts has star
quality. Watkins' message is clear.
For hard-core TLC fans, Watkins
includes stories of the group's birth
and adventures. Thoughts is a good buy
for any individual looking for a way to
express their innermost feelings or
understand those of another.

•

THE SOUL OF A
·WOMAN
•

greet my enemies in peace, and believe me
it is not easy. After sophomore Mike Winfield so charismatically sacrificed a paragraph in his "Pork-Chop" (Perspective's section
' dated Jan. 28, 2000) revolutionary piece to
· address me, I thought to myself, what a child.
A child programs all information and like the
· famous "My Buddy" doll, he forgets all learned
· information and begins to speak in some foreign
language that we all have heard called Babel.
Winfield labeled me as one who "ignorantly
employ hip-hop slang and 'streetnology,"' and
he adds that I "deserve to be derided and out•
· cast as a postmodern Uncle Tom." A product of
. hip-hop, King David ideologies, Assata Shakur
1 compassion, and over 2000 years of womani hood, Winfield would not understand me even
, if he was a sober graduating senior.
\ We hate on the things we don't understand. We
1 get frustrated with people we can't change. We
\ war with ourselves because we are not spiritu! ally equipped for life.
j Predestined from the beginning. I am unstopi pable, but reachable. I am harsh, but forgiving.
\ I am real, but honest. I am a leader, but I will
1 follow. And all in all, Mr. Winfield and those
j who are a part of his campaign, in my womb I
: hold creation to mankind, in my mind I preserve
\ knowledge, and in my soul I possess wisdom.
i Wisdom is a gift that only some have. Wisdom
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By BRANDI FORTE
Lifestyles Editor
Courtesy of Honey
The soul of a woman is hard to find.

Artist: Carl Thomas
Album: Carl Thomas
Record Label: Bad Boy Entertainment,
INC.
Grade: A

is the ability to see life from hindsight, and produce intuitive, encouraging and true enlighten. ment to those who lack.
After the death of the Notorious
· Had the Israelites listened to God the frrst time,
B.I.G., the departure of The Lox, the
40 years in the wilderness would have never
sabbatical of Mase and the family
existed. We worship ourselves too much, and it
break-up of Total, a breath of fresh air
is because of the idolatry that we have yet to
was needed to maintain the empire of
manifest into our calling.
Bad Boy entertainment. With only
· Black women can't be queens if they are
songstress Faith Evans and rap star Lil'
taught to be "b***ches." We can't be mothers\•
Kim left as loyalties, Puffy made no
if there is no father because single parenthood
mistake signing R&B artist Carl
takes away from our maternal instincts. Men
Thomas, the infant Bad Boy.
,,,,,
can't be men because they don't know how to.
Carl Thomas is a classic debut that
In some cases men don't want to be a man
feels and sounds like the '80s. When
because that requires maturity.
love was just an acronym for the bond
Yes I said it, Mr. Winfield, "Maturity." Matubetween man and woman, Thomas sings
rity, like wisdom, comes with experience and
of the innocence of love on first single,
'"'"'"' '"
understanding. If you haven't experienced life
"I Wish." Not afraid to drift into a patfor yourself, or don't have a full understanding
tern of emotions, Thomas reflects on
of who you are, then you will become a vacant
the pain of holding onto a woman who
>
lot. As individuals we must think for ourselves.
is not the one for him. "Men have emo,'"''"''
uv11,
; We must read by ourselves, pray by ourselves,
tions?" Women ask. They do, and as
·"""·
interpret by ourselves, and mature by ourselves.
Thomas' tenor vocals drape compas):WW,
· This hopelessness I see in young people today
sionately over Mario Winans-produced
'"'" "'""
· lies in perception. Young people don't perceive
"Emotional," he screams, "I am emo'"'''
· themselves as courageous, beautiful, or importional/ And I can't let go/ I am trying to
c:::,,
,;:..:v:
tant because of what they read and see.
hold onto you/ But it hurts/ So I gotta
· While in jail, the late Huey P. Newton refers
let you go/."
.,,
.,,.
to black people who think that they are conThe production is a crisp venture ere·"'''
,, .,,
•'''"
scious and tear down other blacks as "Pork
ated by Amen-Ra, Mario Winans,
· Chop Revolutionaries," in the book Huey P.
Heavy D, Harve Pierre, and executive·Td
, . Newton: The Minister of Defense for the BPP
produced by Sean "Puffy" Combs.
(1969). He said that going back to Africa is not
Though production uses interpolations
Tiu::
the solution, but the solution is going back to
and sampled works by artists, Alexanthe principles of real consciousness that blacks
der Oneil, Nasir Ben Olu Dara and a
in America preserved as a means of building
host of artists. The musical dimension
• and survival.
of the eight-track work is crisp.
Wearing your hair in its kinkyness does not
Thomas takes one to another level on
make one more intellectual than the other. I cel"Lady lay Your Body." A caressing song
ebrate Christmas and Kwanzaa and I am just as
that Thomas takes part in by adoring
· conscious as Assata Shakur and Nikki Giovanwoman in all her beauty and flaw, he
ni. I have a perm in my hair, but I am still presays that he knows just what to do. Just
. pared for any revolution taken place at any
as soulful as R. Kelly, intimate as
given point, now. How a woman or man looks
D' Angelo, and vocally competent, Carl
is no reflection of how he or she thinks. And as
Thomas is ready for air play, platinum
far as I am concerned, everything is everything.
hits, and a fan club.
Photo Courtesy of Bad Boy
· European is African. European concepts are
The artistry of this man is a blessing
Carl Thomas demonstrates clean vocals, true artistry and a profound voice. Carl Thomas is the good boy, that Bad Boy needs.
· Greek, and Greek concepts came from Africa.
in disguise.
Like I said wisdom is not for everybody, and
........................................................................................................................................................................ ~.......................................................................................................................................................................................................... , for those growing up in this era of enlighten.
: ment, sit down and read life for yourself. I do it
G's I Want It All album, on the track
streets of Long Beach, Calif.
· everyday. I embrace Africa as the Eve, but I am
been struggling to re-establish itself in
titled, "Game don't Wait." He continued
Many critics of rap complain about
a black woman (African-American) by experithe rap game. Living off the music of
to bring the heat on Dr. Dre's Chronic
the negativity of the lyrics. Snoop and
ence. My experience is African, Nigger, Negro,
the immortal Tupac Shakur, the West
2001 on songs like "Still D.R.E.," the Eastsidaz reply to the critics with
· colored, black, and African-American. And
Coast is desperately searching for
"B*@$H N****Z," and the "Next
the track "Just Be Thankful." On this
. thusisourhistory.Andsotothejuryandthe
someone with the capability to step to
Episode."
track, the message is stay true to youri judge, I plead guilty for telling the truth.
the forefront and represent. It seems exSnoop Dagg and the Eastsidaz bring
self, and be thankful for what you have,
i And because it has never been done, next
Death Row veteran Snoop Dogg is tryold school West Coast gangsta funk,
because somebody else always has it
\ week we'll discuss true love, true artistry, and
ing to step up to the challenge.
with plenty of laid-back, smooth, bass
worse than you. Kam and Warren G
1 true words to be published February 11. Check
As the next set of West Coast ridaz
booming beats you can ride to. Snoop
are featured on this track.
\ LifeStyles: Black Love Issue.
seek to represent the future of West
and the Eastsidaz let it be known that
Snoop seems free to produce music
Coast music, there is no one better to
they are here to provide gangsta music
that he is comfortable with on this
.
usher them in than Snoop Dogg. HookBy Rob Ford
with tracks like "Give U what The F***
album. The album features no East
•
ing up with Dr. Dre and West Coast legExecutive Producer: Big Snoop Dogg
You Want," and the slamming title
Coast rappers, jusrSnoop and the Eastend Battle Cat, Snoop has created a
Label: Dogg House Records
track, "G'D Up." At times the album
sidaz taking you on street tales experirecipe that is sure to be wholesome to
Grade: B••
tends to waiver a bit with poor lyrical
enced in the rough streets of Long
all lovers of West Coast gangs ta music.
skills and a lack of creativity. It gets a
Beach, Calif. Also accompanying
Coming off a banging album, titled
little bland hearing Snoop and the East·
Snoop and the Eastsidaz on this proTop Dagg, lately Snoop has been
The West Coast was once the most
•
sidaz
continuously
rap
about
their
duction
are
Kurupt,
Xzibit,
Bad
A**,
exhibiting
the
skills
reminiscent
of
Lifestyles Editor
virile force in hip-hop. Since the fall of
'hood, who they have jacked, and the
and Suga Free.
Doggystyle. He ripped it up on Warren
Death Row Records, the West Coast has

Snoop

Peace & Love,

Brandi Forte

•

•
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What Y'all Jiggaz Wanted: The
Relation.ship Survey Results
By DREW ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
Last week, we, like Eve and the Ruff Ryders, posed the question, "What y'all ni**az want?"_ And after con1pleting our informal relationship poll, here is the composite of your responses. We thank all part1c1pants for their
cooperation. Peep ga1ne:

Females
10. Cooking ability
9. Financial wealth
8. Sexual compatibility
7. Physical appearance
6. Generosity/selflessness
5. A1nbition
4. Loyalty
3. Spirituality
2. l'ersonality
t 1 Honesty

Males
10. Cooking ability
9. Financial wealth
8. Sexual compatibility
7. Generosity/selflessness
6. Ambition
5. Spirituality
4. Physical appearance
3. Loyalty
2. Honesty
1. Personality

'
•

My Howard Love/Valentine's Issue

I

By:

SHATIKWA BROWN

•

yow-self, as Jay-Z put i~ ''111at's cool with
me."
(#6) Ambition. Potential and ability to
make something out of nothing are way
1nore in1portant to me than "where dem
dollars at." My shorty doesrit have to want
to be the firstren1ale president. Sometimes
ambition can j~st be the drive to get put of
bed and start your day. I like a ren1ale who
can make lemonade from a piece of lilne
By DREW ANDERSON
and a packet of Sweet N' Low. I cal1 it
Hilltop Staff Writer
''pllnp-provising.''
(#5) Generosity and selflessness. The
Let me first say that it took some hardpsychic dude who walks around with the
learned lessons fur 1ne to even be able to
tennis racket told nie I would marry a
complete this list. And t dorit claim to repwoman who re1ninds me of my mother.
resent "da rellaz" at large, but can only
Well, my mother is one of the most selfspeak fur myself. So here goes.
(#10) Financial Wealth. They say that less and loving people I know, so if dude is
really psychic, then Shorty has a lot to live
what you dislike most about others is the
'
up to. But serious!,; I do like a woman who
same thing
you like least in yourself So as
is modest and doesn't know more than
much I talk about "chickenheads," what
''
do I look like being materialistic? Don't get everyone else how tight she is. Passing "the
me wrong, I love gifts. And it's always nice door test'' from A Bronx Tale is a must.
(#4) Physical appearance. I had to be
to have a creamy little hot girl on your team
honest with n1yself, and let the record
to help you out sometimes. But fur the most
reflect I have been known to be a sucker
part, if! want something, I'll get it myself,
for a fly-looking female. (And to put
thank you very much.
(/19) Cooking ability. Again, something appearance above a lot of other important
facton;.) On the other hand, I've also been
that's nice to have, but something that! can
take care of myself Who wouldn't want a confused, disappointed, fronted on and
hurt by some of these supermodel types.
remale who can "put herfuot in" son1e jamWaya? But then, who wouldn't want a So at the end of the da,s give me a lady who
remale who enjoys and appreciates his is beautiful inside, reels me and understands
me, and you can keep your runway-walkcooking?
(118) Seyual COID(llltibility and profi- ing trophy chicks.
(#3) Personality. If our attitudes don't
ciency. Let's just
some things can be
1nesh togetl1er, it ain't gonna work And if
taught ...
(#7)Spirituality. Wedon'thavetobelieve we have nothing to talk abou~ ain't nothin the same thing. Lcirrl knows (?) J've had ing cracking. Shorty doesn't have to be into
my own religious'cbhtlicls9f )at~.}? long , everything rm into, but at least be open to
as you reccgp\7-e so/TI,'i P?,)YEf, ~\er 'l'an it, and' maybe we could teach each other

The Relationship
Survey Results
(Droopy's
Responses)

as

say

,,

'

'
wasn't his Whitley. You can't be in
'j

;

I

•

If you had the opportunity to read
"By Way of Brooklyn," many people
know that I am from what may be
considered the "hood." But I am still
something. She should also be able to deal ! a lady with a heart, so this story is
witl1 my moods and my crass sense of j about my Howard Love; he knows
humor.
' who he is.
(#2) Honesty, sincerity, and trushvor- I Growing up, my favorite shows
thiness. To quote KRS-ONE, "If we can't ! were "The Cosby Show" and "A
have trust, then you can't hang with us."; Different World." So while many of
Shorty should be basically the same per· I my NY friends wanted a thug, I was
sonwithmethatsheiswithherfamilyand: looking for my "Theo Huxtable" or
fiiends,andherwordshouldbeherbond. I "Dwayne Wayne." I always liked
As Fiend so eloquently put it, "Tulk it like : good guys. Thugs did not impress
you bring it." No Felicity Shagwell-style ! me, nor stir the depths of my soul or
secretagent~withdoubleliveswhosayone: libido. I wanted to go to Hillman, get
thing but represent another. Can I look in ! paid and find a good, reliable, Godhereyes andreel whereshe'scomingfrom? I fearing, bill-paying man.
(#l)Loyalty.Butultimatel,stomethisis I At the tender age of 14 I realized
what it all comes down to. I look fur it in I that Hillman didn't exist. Aagh ! My
my friends and 1 demand it in a woman.; closest alternatives were either SpelWithout it, everything else on this list i man or Howard, and well J am here.
meanslittle,becauseyouwon'tbetheonly; When I got to Howard I was bompen;on enjoying those things. I need a i barded with smooth-talkers and
Ryde Or Die chica who sees something j fake-a** gangsters. What surprised
in me that she sees in no one else. The i me most was, many girls fell for it.
b1gges~ baddes~ bufleSt, moSt iced-out, ; It really was a different world. To me
flossy Lexus Jeep-pushing hot ~yon _the : their lines were obvious and their
?lockcouldapp"."'chherandshedbelike: ]' games transparent. First, any real
'Forgettl1at,cat'. I mu<ling fur Droopeezy.' : teenage thug would not be at college,
My partners girl has been nding fur him [ but in jail (probably getting wifed
fur five years, through a miscamage, the j up). Furthermore, a man leads by his
mili,tary, and half a year ID pn~n. No"." [ actions not his words. Secondly, any
thatswhatlcallaREALwoman.~lcant; guy that visits more than two rooms
gothroughanythingwithyou,Idon twant i on your floor daily is not just studyyou. It's not alwaY_s about th; candlelight: ing, do you understand?
dinnersandgoodnmes.How .arwouldyou: So for a long time I watched and
RIDE fur me?
. ..
. • laughed at the naivete of the young
So those are my pnonnes. and th~y re; girls. Didn't they watch television?
probably. difrerent from yours, which i For they lacked my street savvy and
makes ne1th_er of us nght or wrong. _But j common, logical good sense. Howwhatever it is that you wan~ pursue It ID : ever, God punished me for my arroearnest, and never settl e. Peace.
· gance, for when I least expected it, I
too got caught out there.
I met my "Dwayne Wayne" at a

time of bitter indifference. Most of
the ladies understand where I am
coming fron1. It's the time when you
realize that you will probably never
meet anyone up to your seemingly
realistic standards. You resolve to be
paid, mostly so you can buy yourself
whatever you would normally say
your man got you. More importantly, you want to be paid so you will be
able to finance a young boy toy for
your mid-life sexual peak. That is
when he came.
As the story usually goes,,of course
I didn't like hin1 ,vhen we first met.
I thought he was too corny, too prep·
py, and too soft to win my affections.
And of course, I was dead wrong.
Over a short span of time, his silliness began to humor me, his individuality gained my admiration and
his gentleness was a sign of his
aitunement with his emotional side.
I was smitten to say the least.
Time proceeded and I did whatever smitten girls do with their smittees' (You fill in the blanks with
what you did, but remen1ber I am a
good girl). I can honestly say that I
was in love or at least really, really,
really deep in like. The problem was,
he wasn't. So as the story usually
ends, one night I picked up a knife.
waited outside his house, stabbed
him to death and slashed his tires.
Just kidding!
My Howard love broke my Howard
heart. I was sad, angry and most of
all hurt. But, I had two things: my
pride and n1y head.
Though my feelings were hurt, n1y
pride would not let me chase after
any man. I know I may not be perfect, but !'1n tight. Moreover, my
head reminded me that you cannot be
in love by yourself. So I had to let my
"Dwayne Wayne" go because I

'

anything by yourself, love or even
like. My friends encouraged me to .
follow my heart, but I couldn't. Over •
ti1ne I realized that I made the right
decision. Only you know what is
best for you.
,
So with this holiday approaching"
I remind you ladies of a few things.
First, if a man wants you, he wjll
always let you know. You won't ev~r,
have to chase after a n1an that ca,r<;s,
He will always put the "smaak"
down, to n1ark his territory if he,
deems you a valuable commodity, H~
won't want to let any other man hay~, ··
the opportunity to see how great yoµ ,
are because he' II fear that a more '
worthy man ,viii get you.
Secondly, everyone gets their heart
broken sometimes. You can't make
anybody reciprocate the feelings tbat
you have for them. If you know yoµr
value, consider it their loss. Lastly,
for the ladies, never settle for a n1ao•
that loves you less than you Jove,
him. You will reside yourself to a life:
of stress, jealousy and the occasional catfight. It will never be worth it.
lf he can't see it now, sparring with
his other girlfriends will not show
him the money.
My "Dwayne Wayne" has moved
along and painstakingly so have I.
You may be wondering who was this
fool that let such a foxy sophisticated cutey get away? Well his name is
Morris Chestnu ... just kidding
Names are not important. And eve_n
•
though I may not al ways speak to .
him, he should know that he will '
always have a special place in my
heart. Let n1e be the first to wish a •
Happy Valentine's Day to my '
"Dwayne." And to my girls: Keep '
your heads up ladies! Broken hearts '
don't last forever.
'
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summer sessions; 'h awai'i
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1: May 22-June 30 • Term 2: July 3-August 11
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Contact: Office of Student Activities
at 806-7000 or Cleve Mesidor at
cmesidor@howard.edu
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Black Gangsta

I looked all around the
frontward streets
of D.C.
for the smoke man but
all I saw was the junk
man
peddling the usual to
the unusual.
his stride all Cooley
High
wit a touch of Belvedere
class
as he unloosed sweaty
greenbacks for the eyes
of
waiting victims.

...

-

-

·-

'
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OF . . . .LL
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The Black Gangsta
As it was coined by Donald
•
goznes
In this nwdem-day BabylonPaths that Ive traveled on
Opened my eyes
Andfrom a boy-became a
man
To find that life was much different
Than Ill hoped to understand
But its all good
Knock on wood
Some say it is all good
From guns to drugs Ive been
developed as a thug
From Nigeria to Metro
Shit W., share the same blood
How Niggaz make love
W., exchange slugs with hugs
And it is different now
But I cant help but wonder how
A civil war anwngst us
Could ever go down
And will these youngins slow
down?
I don t know it is hard to tell
lbu got cats with no past
Emulating canels
Myheanfell
Had my man lying in the streets
Robbed and killed by a shorty
Who was probably trying to eat
Should I kill him or let him go?
Pck it forgive him and let him
grow
Cause ifI raise my hand and let
himgo
He may never get to know
Nah, not a revolutionary, it is
just my commentary
Cause no matter how life seems
· It might be contrary
•

GENESIS 3:20

By Rhett Butler

•
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Our Student Ba11.king Package has everything
yot.1 need to manage and access your 1noney.
L,,w c<Jst checking • C)verdraft protecti,,n• • Free c-::hevy C::hase Check Card
Hu11dreds of ATMs • Chevy Chase Ho1ne Banki11g

Visit our branch near campus at

t 10

Michigan Ave., NE

CHEVY CHASE BANK
Banking On Your Terms.~

-Butch Cassidy

Call 1.800.987. BANK or visit www.chevych,1sel);1nk.con1

•overdraft protection is subject to credit approval. MtJst be 18 years of age or older 10 apply.
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STRIKEmNE
Freshman guard, Ron Williamson
scored a career-high 25 points during
Monday's game against University of
Maryland-Eastern Shore.
M~rk Colc1nan

Bison guard Ron Williamson
I

BISON ROUNDUP
ABRJEFLOOKATTHETOPSPORTSNEWS&EVENTSATHOWARDANDTHEWORLD

MEAC MEN'S BASKETBALL
Last Week's Scores through Jan. 31

Norfolk

State 81,

Bethune-Cookman 111

Hampton 87, Florida A&M 59
North Carolina A&T 64, Coppin State 76
Howard 81, MD-Eastern Shore 94

COVER STORY

2 Minute Drill

Pro-Wrestling Lays the
'Smack Down' at Howard

Saulny Was
Fired ... So
Now What?

<

South Carolina State. 79, Morgan State 66

MEAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

KIMOTHY K. BROWN

Last Week's Scores through Jan. 31

Norfolk State 67, Bethune·Cookman 63

Managi11g Editor

Hampton 84, Florida A&M 85

South Carolina State 59. Morgan State 84
North Carolina A& T 56, Coppin State 63
Howard 81, MD-Eastern Shore 60

MURDER WAS THE CASE: Baltimore Ravens' linebacker Ray Lewis was recently charged with double homicide
after allegedly stabbing two people after Sunday's Superbowl in
Atlanta, Ga. San Diego Chargers' linebacker, Junior Seau will
go to the Pro Bowl in place of Lewis.

STREAKING

TIGER:

After a three-week break, Tiger
Woods returned to the PGA Tour
on Thursday in the Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am. A win by
Woods would tie him with Ben
Hogan for the second-longest
streak ever. Woods is approaching
a record that many had previously thought was unreachable Byron Nelson's record 11 wins in
a row.

HERITAGE
BOWL
JEOPARDY: A recent ruling
by the NCAA will not allow the
Southwestern Athletic Conference L....::::__-",:__--~...:l.l
champion to play in the Heritage
AP
Bowl after their conference chamT'
,., d
..
h.
h
1ger,,oos
p1onsh1p game. T e ruhng puts t e
postseason bowl game, which pits a SWAC school against a MidEastern Athletic Conference school, in jeopardy. Currently, the
MEAC champion receives an automatic bid to the NCAA I-AA
playoffs, meaning that the Heritage Bowl has to take either the
conference's second- or third-place tea1n, and then can only do
so if those teams don't make the playoffs. The ruling means the
SWAC will only be able to send one of the runners-ups fro1n their
two divisions (Eastern and Western) to the Heritage Bowl. "The
proposition of third-place teams meeting in the game would be
a hard sell, and would not likely be attractive to a national television outlet like NBC." said Heritage Bowl Director Craig
Cason. NBC has broadcast the game for the last two years. MEAC
Commissioner Charles Harris, SWAC Commishioner Rudy Washington and Cason scheduled a conference call this week to discuss the matter. One proposal being considered is to play the gan1e
as a preseason, exen1pted contest.

OUTSTANDING LADY:

•

,, J

Sophon1ore guard, Andrea Gardner, recorded her ninth doubledouble of the season, scoring 13
rebounds and a gal)le-high 20
points during Monday's 81-60
win against University of Maryland-Eastern Shore on the road.
In addition, Gardner added two
blocks and five steals to the victory.

Howard Sports lnlOrmation

Photo councs\' of \VV{F

The Rock is one of the 111ost popuJar wrestlers in the WWF, ,vhich has taken Howard University by stonn.

By MONE'SHA J. CARTER
Hilltop Staff Writer
'"Smack Down" is the nan11, of the
World Wrestling Federation show
that has many Howard University
students glued to the television
every Thursday night.
" Everybody watches the WWF.
even the Japanese." said HU senior
and wrestling fan Shawn Evens.
"Look at Kaz Hayashi and Rikishi

Phatu (two top WWF Wrestlers)."
The WWF is a heavyweight
wrestling federation that is definitely at the peak of its popularity,
as proven by the volun1e of ticket
sales. Last year. the three WWF
co1npetitions held at the MCI center were completely sold out.
However, there is another
wrestling federation called World
Chan1pionship Wrestling. The popular wrestler Goldberg is a men1ber

Bison Losing Woes
Continue

Lady Bison Center Andrea
Gardner

OUT ON TOP: Dick Vermeil
is going out a champion. The 63year-old emotional head coach of
the Super Bowl XXXIV champion
St. Louis Rams announced his
retirement during a Tuesday
evening news conference. Yermeil's decision, which comes two
days after winning his first Super
Bowl and after a long talk with his
wife, elevates offensive coordinator Mike Martz to head coach.
Dick Vern1eil

AP

Senior Kevin Wallace scored 30 points,
and guards Benjan1in Surprin and Joshua
Hickman added 12 each as the University of
Maryland-Eastern· Shore Hawks cruised to a
94-81 victory in Princess Anne, Md., over the
Bison. Howard ( 1-16, 1-7 MEAC) got double-digit scoring fro1n four players, including
25 from Ron Willia1nson and 20 fron1 Antonio Mitchell.

BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY TERRA MCKINNEY. ASST SPORTS EDITOR

Lady Bison Keep
On Rolling

FREE THROW

•

DID YOU KNOW THAT FORMER LADY
BISON ALISHA HILL SHOT 65 PERCENT
FROM THE FIELD DURING HER
CAREER AT HOWARD , WHICH IS THE
HIGHEST SHOOTING PERCENTAGE IN
THE LADY BISON'S HISTORY?

••

The Lady Bison crushed the Lady Hawks 8160 on Tuesday. Howard center Andrea Gardner had 20 points and 13 rebounds.

of this federation . WCW features a
higher nu,nber of African-A1nerican wrestlers than the WWF
including Stevey Ray, Booker T..
and Macho Man. With two do1ninant wrestling federations on a continuous rise, ,vrestling may soon
beco1ne recognized as one of
An1erica's favorite sports.

It has been a couple of weeks since the abrupt
firing of former men's head basketball coach
Kirk Saulny and his entire coaching staff. For
those that do not know the story, Howard University President H. Patrick Swygert decided to
dis,niss Saulny and his staff just one day prior
to the team's first Mid Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) home game against North Carolina A&T.
The question that has yet. to be asked in this
ordeal is, why was the situation handled in this
,natter? Also. why was it done at that ti1ne in the
season? The University administration seems to
be able to just terminate jobs like Uncle Sam
cuts off food stan1ps, ,vithout any regard to the
people involved.
Howard"s adminstration did not think of how
this would affect the basketball program in its
future endeavors to recruit players. Other people throughout the MEAC feel that these events
have set back the program at least IO years. Most
importantly, how will this affect the cu1Tent
players? Did the administration even think about
the players in their decision? Obviously not!
The whole incident basically ,et the team up
for the kill. Although the team continues to
play hard. it's pretty obvious that Saulny is
1nissed. The team lacks direction from a familiar courtside presence. William Coward. kicking coach for the football team, has been placed
in a difficult position. The n1ain goal is to ,vin.
but I get the feeling that the squad just wants to
get this season over with. I don't bla,ne then,.
How is the tean1 supposed to forget about the
Saulny incident?
Last year. the team had a 2-?5 record. Fans
thought it could not get any worse. However. the
learn has only won one gan1e this year. Wouldn't
it be funny if the tea,n actually ended up with a
worse record this season? No, it would1i"t, especially since the season was filled ,vjth promise
before Saulny·s dis1nissal.
"fhe coaching vacancy should be filled immediately. l~oward's athletic departn1ent needs to
get on the ball and find son1eone capable of
recruiting good players. Let"s see if the University can hire so1neone as quickly as it likes to fire
people. Howard doesn't need another person
with an acting or interim title. It's bad enough
several of our vice presidents have this title. In
other words, give them the job pern1anently and
let's tnove forward.
Please See DRILL, B6

Please See SMACK, B6

Photo by Mark Colc1nan
Bison forward Jennaine ''Big

B

Dogg'' Holliway prepares to
shoot a free throw during
Monday's game against MDEastern Shore. 1'he BisOn lost
95-81.
The Howard men's and
wo111en's basketball tean1S will

0
I

be facing ofl'Saturday at home

against Coppin State starting
at 2 p.n1.
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From SMACK, BS
The WWF has developed a strategy to
cross gender and color lines. Each match
has an intriguing plot full of violence, sexual revelations, and overblown egos. The
viewer not only wants to see who is going
to win the fight, but also wants to know
what is going to happen at the end of the
story.
Past "Smack Down" episodes included
plots such as: pitting "the Pimps" and "the
Hoes" against the rappers, pitting a
wrestler and his girlfriend against the
wrestler that the girlfriend is having a
secret sexual relationship with, and having
a 70-year-old Caucasian woman named
May Young announce she is pregnant by
30-year-old African-American WWF
wrestler Mark Henry.
However, women are not only the girlfriends of the wrestlers. Some of the most
popular WWF wrestlers are females.
Chyna, a black leather-clad muscular
female, is one of the former champions in
the federation. Sable , a former WWF
wre stler, was featured twice in Playboy
Magazine. The female wre stlers compete
again st male opponents as well as each
other, scantily dressed in outfits which
expose th e maximum amount of skin.
Sex appeal is not the only lure "Smack
Down" use s to attract viewers. Creative
violence is al so one of the WWF's greatest
marketing tool s. In matche s, wrestlers hit
e ach other with folding chairs, metal steps,
bas eball bats, and an a ss ortment of other
weapon s. Although some of th ese acts are
illegal, referees often have th eir back conveni e ntly turned at the cru ci al moment of

rm DRILL, BS
Who would want to take a job in
the Howard l niversity Athletic
Department? Nobody who wants job
security. Saulny should take a job at
another institution, get all the players he recruited at Howard, and dominate his conference. Wouldn't that
be iro11 ?
.i\s1de from the coaching controv rsy, ' te m is short on players.
D tTic
n e y, Dont Lincoln and
1i \I dul
h il em in sidelined
b 'C:;us · f inei:~ibility, which seems
pr. t, ,t ar;;e t" rr1e. I never fully
t n ' ' .tc ,,, vhy Kennedy in particular s 1ut Ju·•' think for a moment.
If h. e pl ,yers were part of the team
th1·1r. Howard would be running
c,r.:.: ·, .:1·.Jun I the MEAC ... guarani eti 1 hey did play a tough nonCOiii _1·c·1cc :"\chedule, after all.
iln ,t I ... most of the team still
h , the d 1
o lay Bison basket<"! B '
, al d pends on the type
o :11Jc!: Howard hires. I sure hope
he h;1s go:.,L and an agenda as wellpr,·pared as Saulny's. If not, there
g,,c ·. a,, ti.er poorly thought-out hirin. i " tht· l n'.ver itv. Howard does
fa1i '.1 co1c.iuct thorough background
check-s, s1, ir \Vould1;i"t surprise me if
the: n xt coal.'.h is a bum.
I\ n1n1ber ot coaching candidates
c, mt to cr11nd: Michael Jordan (yeah
right). Dennis Rodman (I hope not),
Butch Beard (why not, he's not doing
anyth,.,g right now), Gar Heard (see
Butch Beard) and John Thompson
(ie u·ung 'Nill improve). Whatever
( JP
1nvo ed in hiring another
c a
ul
10
at these candiu 1t
s l , h e's n \.Vhere to go
C

-

•

contact .
Al s o, many wre s tler s ha ve s ignature
moves . "The Rock Bottom" is the special
move of The Ro ck , a form er football playe r fo r th e Uni ver sit y o f Mi ami , and one of
th e mo s t popular WWF wre stl er s . The
DDT, an intricate type of body slam, is al so
a favorite move of many WWF wrestlers.
Wres tling in th e WWF i s mo s t often
described as a s o ap opera fo r me n b y its
f an s, but it isn' t ju st for men . Many women
have g otten c aught up in the phenomenon
of pro viding raun ch, wrestling, and entertainment all at on ce .

bt·i up i'ight nll ,,.

N ' all of the disappointment has
be, " on the court. however. I" m disenchanted with the season now. I
really had my hopes up for a minute.
But I guess disappointment and frustration is part of the Howard experience .. as usual!

Professional Wrestlers Ric Flare and Goldberg are among the popular wrestlers on WWF's rival show WCW.

Photo courtesy orWCW
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IMAX ... Is THE WAY To SEE h ~ -..r

=vou
THE

NOT JUST As A

•·. Softu,~rt & SysttmS Eh7ihtttrs ...
Full Timt & lhttrhS~ip positiohS
Wild t~ih7s ~rt t~ppthih7

Fn.M. BUT As AN EVENT."'

Ek~•. Cl-llC-"<.GO .SUN·-n-s

Wc;o,{"T Bl:LHiV-E YOUR EYES OR EARS
NEW ~'F-ANTA$1.A 2 0 0 0 " IS ARGUABLY THE GREATE.ST DISNEY FILM. £:VER.""

' ..

-~FAHTASIA 2 0 0 0 " INTRODUCES SEVEN NEW
MUSICAL MOVEM,ENTS WHJ:1.E KEEPING
~THE SORCE5U<R~S APPRENTICE_"

T w o THUMBS

'

UP!"

.,_I<'"- _ _,.-....... -. .... - ROG,IE« 1:•u11rr _.

TI-<;£

_0...,IES

Bell 1\tlantic kno\vs which wa}' the future is headed, and \Ve want }'OU
to go \vith us, \\Te are one of the top perfor1ners in the hotly
cornpetitive comtnunications and information industry,.•e,,~sentially a
one-stop shop for all of our customers' communications needs,
\\'e're looking for !)right, innovative people \Vith spirit and drive to help
us design a wildly different world. A Bachelor's degree in Computer
Science, Ir1fonnation Systems, Engineering, Decision Sciences,
Telecoinmunications or a related discipline, and an overall GP.A. of 3.5 cir
greater are preferred. Candidates who possess a Bachelor's degree in
otherrnajors with minor/coursework in Co1nputer Science or a related
field and/or an overall GPA of 3.0 with relevant internship/co-op
experience ~ill also be considered. To find out !Ilore_fontact your Career
Services Office and we'll see you at the follq~ngevents:

c : : , , ~ · T lf.ff'ff,RJ lhS,l,,S. ·u,cc
..,t-.XC~-~

MARYLAND

!'!illl~',!::1•1· \ SCIENCE CENTER
At Baltim<>re·s lnner Hai:b,o:r

IMAX (410) 685-5225

SUN: WEI> 10.00, 11:40AM, 1,20, 2,50, 4'30PM
THURS - SAT 10.00, ll,40AM, 1,20, 260, 4,30

6,oo, 7,30, 9'00PM··-.

ADVANCE SAi ES THROUGH TICKETMASTER

(410) 431-SEAT

February 9th
5:30-7;0nnm
lP
Student Lounge
School of Business

Febru.:uy 10th
Bell Atlantic is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer

•

_ f{H{TIJ'1 '..

'

'

@Bell Atlantic
www.BellAtlantic.com
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By CAMILLE M. HARVEY
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University's swi,n teams showed much
enthusiasm last Friday against the Georgetown Hoyas.
For the men's team, Friday marked the i,npressive end
of their season. At the beginning of the cross-town
meet, there were two pool records held by a Howard
swimmer. By the end of the meet, there were three.
Fonner Howard swimmer Daniel Ricketts (class of
1998) held the record for the 50- yard and JOO-yard
freestyle. At Friday's·meet, senior team co-captain
Nicholas Askew broke the pool record for I 00-yard
breaststroke with a time of 59:32.
"It's been a journey worth traveling. even though the
road, or in my case the pool, seen1ed never ending. I
persevered in the tin1e of adversity," Askew said.
Not only did Askew have a great day but fellow team
co-captain Willie Stewart, senior Dale Mason and
sophomore Charles Washington also had excellent
meets. Stewart, who took first place in the I 00-yard
backstroke, also broke his personal best time. His time
of 57:86 was better than his previous personal best
set two years ago. Mason took second place in the
JOO-yard freestyle with a time of 50:85. Sophomore
swi1nmer Washington proved that the seniors weren't
the only swimmers having a good day. Washington
had two first-place wins, one in the 200-yard freestyle
and the other in the 100-yard butterfly. "It wasn't easy,
but had to get done," Washington said.
Although this meet was not the last n1eet for the
women's swim team, they still performed extremely
well. Senior co-captain Giselle Defrietas and senior
Stephanie Griffiths had impressive meets. Defrietas,
a member of the 400-yard n1edley relay teain, the 200yard individual medley and the I 00-yard breaststroke, was very pleased with her team's perfor-

•

'

'

mance.

Photo bv Mark Coleman
Senior Stephanie Griffiths jun1ps off the start as the Howard Men and Won1en s S\\imnt.ing teams had an impressive showing against Geogeto,vn in last Friday's n1eet. HoWard ,vas able to
obtain several top finishes during the meet.
1

" I enjoyed the enthusiasm that the team exerted
today. The end of the season seems like an1ple opportunity for everyone to do their best. I wish everyone
luck at championships." Defrietas said.
Griffiths, a senior diver and distance swimmer, performed well along with junior Ngozi Monu, sophomore sensation Casilda Trotter and freshman Miriam
Lynch. The underclassmen ladies took first place in
their events and along with their teammates, also
seemed excited about their season winding down.
·'Everyone made an effort to step up a level," said
junior breaststroker Edith Rickett.
The Lady Sharks have their final n1eet before the
chan1pionships against North Carolina A&T and
Sacred Heart on Wednesday, February 2 at Burr
Gym. The meet starts at 6:30 p.m.The Sharks will be
competing in the Northeastern Conference Championships February 11 -13 at University of MarylandBaltimore County. Good luck to the Sharks and Lady
Sharks.

'
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•
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By CHRISTINA STEPHENS
Special to the Hilltop
(U-WIRE) BATON ROUGE,
La . - A court of appeals ruled
last Thursday that the Louisiana
State University Athletic Department intentionally violated a federal law when it denied several
female students the same access
to sports as men.
A lower court judge, Rebecca
Doherty, ruled in J 996 that while
LSU's athletic department was
"archaic," the University did not
intentionally violate Title IX.
The panel of judges from the
5th Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed Doherty's ruling, allowing the five students who originally sued to seek " unlin1ited"
damages from the University.
"We conclude that LSU violated Title IX by failing to accommodate effectively the interests
and abilities of certain female
students and that it s discrimination against these students was
intentional ,"St h Circuit Jud ge
Carl Stewart wrote.
Title IX is a federal law passed
in 1972 that says no person
should be excluded from participation in any federally-funded
program or activity on the basis
of gender.
Three female students filed the

original lawsuits in 1994 after
they approached the LSU Athletic Depart1nent several tin1es
requesting to forn1 a wo,nen's
varsity soccer team, sa id Nancy
Rafuse, a lawyer for the students.
Following the University's
denial of that request, the stu•
dents hired a lawyer, she said.
In meeting with Athletic Director Joe Dean about forming the
new tean1, Dean allegedly
referred to student Lisa Ollar
repeatedly as "honey," "sweetie"
and "cutie," and said the University should consider the forn1ation of a varsity soccer team
because players "wou ld look cute
running around in their soccer
shorts."
According to the opinion, these
statements added strength to the
Court of Appeals' finding that
LSU intentionally violated Title
IX.
Rafuse said the judge's ruling
that LSU did intentionally viol ate the law backed up her
clients' claims.
"It validates what th ey've been
through," she said. "It is not easy
when you're 20 years old to hire
a lawyer and s ue your school,
especially when it's LSU."
Though the ruling also is allowing the females to seek unlin1ited monetary damages from the
University, Rafuse said her

c li ents did not know how much
n1oney they would seek.
The University disagreed with
last Thursday's ruling and is considering an appeal, said Chancellor Mark Emn1ert.
"We're obviously disappointed
in the decision and disagree with
it based on the facts of the case."
he said.
En1mert said he met with University lawyers last Friday to discuss the case, but the group 1nade
no fina l decision. He also said
two of the options the University lawyers are conside rin g
include taking the case back to
the U.S . District Court for the
Middle District of Louisiana
where the case was originally
filed, or taking the case to the
Supren1e Court.
But Rafuse said the Supre1ne
Court would not accept the case.
"That would be a waste of ti1ne
and of the money of the taxpayers of Louisiana/' she said.
Dean's contract with the athletic deparlinent expires July I , but
E1nn1ert said the new ruling and
Dean's alleged co mn1ents would
not affect his status in the department because the statements
were made many years ago.
"Those is sues are really separate;· Emmert said. "It's really
old news."

HOWARD UNIVERSITY'
College of E11gi11eeri11g, Architecture,
a11d Computer Sciences
cordially i11vites you to a,i i11timate di1111er
i11

l1onor of

Distinguished

Alumni and Facul
in tlie
Arnzo11r J. Blackbur11 llniversity Ce11ter

Friday, February 4, 2000

7.·00 p.m.
Stude,its $25.00
Alu1nni &Faculty $50.00

Black Tie Alfair

ate
Eve

Week
Fri
•

ahkilah@usa.net
jbames@h.oward.edu
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HOWARll U.N IVERSITY MEN & WOMEN'S
COMPOSITE :2000 TENNIS SCHEDULE
~ ~ b,\ ~ [f @) IJi) ~ " ~ @ [jUl)

FEBRUARY 2000

[f @ IT" []f.] [jUl)

WILLIAM & MARY
AMERICAN
ARMY
SETON HALL
GEORGETOWN
GEORGE WASHINGTON

5
12
12
12
19
26

What changes
have you seen in
Howard athletics
since you've been

WILLIAMSBURG, VA
POTOMAC, VA
WEST POINT, NY
WEST POINT, NY
POTOMAC, VA
MCLEAN, VA

MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
MEN

9AM
7PM
TBA
TBA
6PM
6PM

MARCH 2000

here?

UMBC
UMBC
AMERICAN
NORFOLK STATE
MARY WASHINGTON
DELAWARE STATE
HAMPTON UNIVERSITY
JAMES MADISON
GEORGETOWN

BALTIMORE, MD
BALTIMORE, MD
HOME
NORFOLK; VA
FREDERICKSBURG, VA
HOME
•
HOME
HOME'
HOME

WOMEN
MEN
WOMEN
BOTH
WOMEN
BOTH
BOTH
WOMEN
MEN

2PM
2PM
2PM
1PM
3:30PM
2PM
1PM
9:30AM
2:30PM

MORGAN STATE
UMES
GEORGE WASHINGTON
COPPIN STATE
MEAC CHAMPIONSHIPS

HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HAMPTON, VA

BOTH
BOTH
WOMEN
BOTH
BOTH

9:00AM
1:00PM
1PM
2PM
TBA

4
6
9
11
15
18
24
26

28
APRIL 2000
1
1
2
4

14-16

I think the major difference (from myfresliman year) in Howard
and college_ athletics is
the requirements for
participation. When I
first came here there
were people who were
here just to play their
sport and school was
secondary.
Also
Howard has been
more successful. Last
year three people from
Howard made it to tlie
NFL compared to one
guy when I first got
here."
11

eek

Bisonette of
Name:

Kelly Owens

Age:

22

Sign:

Sagittarius

•
Ma1or:

Mathematics

Hometown:

Marlboro, N.J.

Hobbies:

Dancing and singing

Unique Fact:
Bisonettes

Captain of the

Aspirations: To dance or sing
opera professionally and own my
own performing arts company.

-Rodell Phaire Jr.,
Senior, Architecture

,
•
(

,

Words to live by: If you allow
others to create your standards,
you'll never be happy ... Be Yourself!

•

MEN'S TOP 25 COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
Associated Press Poll
Team

'

I

I.

Cincinnati

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
1,083
11 .
I 2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1.
22.
23.
24.

Stanford
Duke
Syracuse
Ohio St.
Tennessee
Connecticut
Michigan St.

Arizona

25.
Maryland
Coaches' Poll
Record
(20-1)
(17-1)
(16-2)
( 17-0)
(14-3)
( 18-2)
(15-4)
(15-5)
(17-4)

Auburn
7

Indiana
Florida
Oklahoma St.
Kentucky

Kansas
'Texas
Tulsa
Oklahoma
Utah
Iowa St.
Temple
LSU
Oregon
Vanderbilt

(15-3)
(15-4)
(16-2)
(15-5)
(16-4)
(14-5)
(20-2)
( I 6-3)
( 16-3)
(18-3)
(14-4)
(16-3)
(15-3)
(13-4)

Points
1,743
1,663
1,589
1,582
1.392
1,297
1,271
1,243
1.190
(17-3)
1,038
938
881
812
732
723
687
555
529
341
316
258
221
170

Prev
I
2
3
4

8
11
6
9
5

14
10
15
16
12
17
13
18

19

NR
24
NR
NR
20

Tea,n

I.

Cincinnati

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stanfurd
Duke
Syracuse
Arizona
Michigan St.
Connecticut

9.

'lbhnessee
Auburn

10.
7
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
17.
19.
20.
2 1.
22.
23.

Ohio.St.

Indiana
Florida
Texas
Oklahon1a St.
Kansas
Tulsa
Kentucky
Oklahoma
Utah
'Temple
Maryland
NC St.
Vanderbilt

(14-6)

119

I

WOMEN'S TOP 25 COLLEGE
BASK BALL
•

22

Associated Press Poll
Coaches' Poll

Record
(20-1)
(17-1)
(16-2)
(17-0)
(17-4)
(15-5)
(15-4)
(14-3)
(18-2)

(15-3)
(15-4)
(14-5)
(16-2)
(16-4)
(20-2)
(15-5)
(16-3)
(16-3)
(14-4)
( 14-6)
(14-4)
(13-4)

Points
773
742
705
694
569
566
539
531
514
(17-3)
465
436
366
359
355
317
284
284
224
182
98
87
78

Prev
I
2
3
5
4
8
6
IO
13
489
12
9
14
16
11
15
18
17
19
24
21
25
22

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
10
12.
I 3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
I 8.
I 9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Team
Connecticut
Louisiana Tech
Georgia
Tennessee
Notre Dame
Iowa St.
Penn St.
NC St.
Duke
UCLA
Auburn

Record
( 17-0)
(13-2)
(19-2)
14-3)
(15-2)
( 14-2)
(16-3)
(15-3)
(16-~)
(11-fl

LSU
(14-3)
Rutgers
(124)
Texas Tech
(15-2)
Santa Barbara
(14-3)
Old Dominion
(13-3)
Purdue
(12-5)
Arizona
( 15-3)
Boston College 16-3)
Mississippi St.
(15-2)
Illinois
(15-7)
Tulane
(16-2)
. (15-3)
Oklahoma
Stanford
( ll-4)
Virginia
( 14-4)

Points
1,1 25
1,063
1,028
965
952
900
813
714
709
682
(15-3)
624
588
582
451
361
337
308
293
273
264
250
181
117
98

Prev
I
3
7
2
5

8
4
6
9
12
658
14
II
15
17

18
19
16
20
22
13
21
25

NR
NR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
,l();

11.
12.
13.
11
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
l 9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Team
Connecticut
Georgia
Louisiana Tech
'Tennessee
Notre Oame
Penn St.
Texas Tech
NC St.
Io..)lia St.
uke
LSU
Rutgers
Auburn
Santa Barbara
Arizona
Old Dominion
UCLA •
Boston College
Mississippi St.
Purdue
Illinois
Tulane
Virginia
Kansas

Record
( 19-0)
(21-2)
(14-2)
( 16-3)
( 17-2)
(18-3)
(16-2)
(15-4)
( 15-3)
( 18-3)
(16-3)
(13-4)

Points
1,000
927
925
891
823
779
650
648
636
585
565
549
(16-4)

Prev
I
3
2
4
5
7
IO
8
6
9
13
12
477

(17-3)
(16-3)
( 14-3)
(12-5)
(17-4)
(16-3)
(14-5)
( 16-7)
(18-2)
(16-5)
( 14-5)

435
414
38 1
3 16
259
258
252
25 1
232
156
140

16
15
17
14
22
21
19
18
20
24
23
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THE WOODROW WILSON FOREIGN
AFFAIRS FELLOWSHIP

·,1

Open Sun. & Mon.

Wrappin' Heads by Fatima
Presents:

Spectacular Special Days

Tuesday
Relaxer (Trim and Rlrise) $50.00
Wednesday
Roller Wrap
$20.00
Special includes: Optimum, Dudleys, Mizani and Exclusive relaxers only .

•

Enjoy The Benefits of Student Specials
Tuesday - thru - Thursday

PROVIDES

$25.00
$35.00 (regular $45.00 & up)
$60.00 Bonding
$99.00 Sewn

Shampoo Set/Wraps
Press & Curls
Weave Special

Braids & Natural Hairstyles by appointment only

iI

'I
',I
,I

'1

'

i1
I

'
I
I

I

!I

Tuesday - Wednesday

FOR UNDERGRADUATE SOPHOMORES
WITH 3.2 GPA & FIRST YEAR GRAD. STUDENTS
Full tuition,Room & board, Living Stipend
Domestic & overseas travel
Opportunity to join the Foreign Service

Barber Haircuts
Tapers and Fades
'We also do facial hair

$8.00
$10.00

We use only the highest quality products : Mizani, Motions , Paul Mitchell,
Sebastian Cellophane's, Jazzing, Nexxus , Logics, Dudleys , Nioxin (for thinning
hair), and we retail these products .
•

We accept all major credit cards, checks or ATMs cards ...
2632 Georgia Ave NW
Washington. DC
(across from the Howard Univ. School of Business)

Deadline TO APPLY:

For appointment call 202.667.3037 or 202.986.3767
Walk-ins are welcorne

(Offer expires 2/-,B/2000}

UNDERGRADS: February 18, 2000
GRADUATES:

PROGRANIS

Feb. 28, 2000

IT'S VERY EASY TO APPLY

r •

VISIT
THE RALPH BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS CENTER

Belat'onte

Sf.:a111dali£e
any America.--. Jives were damaged during the not.orious IV'lcCan:f"ly
Era tollo-vv1ng VVorld War 11, vvit.t"I individuals' reput.ations and ca,-ccrs
often at.tacked ar'"ld shredded . Among t.hose disc,-edited by the House
Un - Ame,-1can Ac1:1vitie s Con, rnit""t.ee and ultimately blackfisted prevc-nted
fr-om fully part.icipat.1ng in postvvar American life vvere many Afrecon
Americans. includir"lg Harry Belafonte. Paul Robesor1, Canada Lee. and
Jackie Rob1nson .

IVI

For Application and Discussion

This g,-ipp,ng documen1:ary. if"l. troduced by l\llorgan Freeman and totd by
eyewitnesses. examines the blackllst·s, loyalty oaths. and di scrirn1natio•"'in casting rhat many Afri can ArTle r ican perforTJ""l.ers faced . A
dis c ussion
vvith Alexandra Isle s a 1'ld H ar ry B e lafon1:e vvill fotlo-vv the screening .
100 Raoul VValJenbe<g Place. SVV

Admission is free .

Washington. D . C .

To guarantee soat:ing. call
Proll~ (800) 400-9373.

20024

Metro : Sm1thsor11an - vvvv..,._, ushmm _o .. g

UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST I\IIEIVIORIAL I\IIUSEUIVI

•

.
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Febr 12F 2000 Showtime 7 PM

10000 All9111Wn Ra
A'.Weshin- MD

H~xl Un•Y&"Si t·~. Biackbun, ,.::enter
F~l::ru:?ryJ7,20:!0. ftGJ'!",Spm
s ur:lat~: $30.oo,
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

'

•

I

■

30 Per emester .
65 Per Year

'

'
'

'

•

I

I

'

'•

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Send To:

EMAIL:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE NO:. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AMOUNT ENCLOSED:· - - - - -

•

I

I

e ,1

,.

The Hilltop Newspaper
. 2251 Shern1an Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 806-6866
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WHITMAN -WALKER
LINIC

1407 S Street. NW • Washington DC 20009
V/TDD 202-745-7000
www.wwc.org
Toll F
AIDS Information Line
1-877-939-AIDS (2437)

Paid for by the Whitman~Walker Clinic and the D.C. Department of Health, Administration for HIV/AIDS
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in universit residence hal s

Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore, Junior, Senior - 2.5 cumulative (GPA) average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active participation and
positive leadership in hall programs and acti·vities.
Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Community Directors, work a minimum of ten
(10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings, work with 40 to 60 students occupying a
corridor, assist with hall programs and activities, attend all meetings called by the Gomm unity D1recto and assist with administrative responsibilities.
Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $1000.00, paid in monthly installment
plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for a second year is possible, but requires a
.new application.
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Secure application from
your Residence Hall Office, or
Office of Residence Life
complete and submit to the:

'

I
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•

Ij
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•

j

Office of the Assistant Dean Residence Life
2455 4th Street, NW ·
(Tubman Quadrangle) Room 19
Washington, DC 20059
On or before February 15, 2000
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or
Summer Internships

■

■

c:hoosing a career \Vith
CIGN,\ IJ1vestrnent ?\1an agen1ent is just as sirnple.
Cl(,NA lnvestn1ent
rvlanagernent is 011e
the tvorltl's largest gl,ibal
investn1ent con1pan.ies.
\Vith 1nore tl1an $60 l1illion
under 111a11agen1ent, our
rrrission is to provide
prcnrier invcsttnent
solutio11s to lJ.S. and
i11ternational pensi<in plans
as ,veil as i11stitutional
investors. We 1nanage a
full range of asset classes
i11cludi11g global fixed
inc<,rne and equity, real
estate, and alternative
investn1ents such as
structured securities.

,,f

■

http: hilltop.howard.edu

/,t (: lGNA lr1vestn1e11t
?\1anagen1ent, you'll join
a dedicated learn of n1ore
Hart/i>r,t

•

.\'e,v ri,rk

tl1an 200 investment and
research professionals.
·rhrough cliscipli11etl
analysis and an entrepreneurial spirit, ,ve help c,ur
clients balance risk arid
reward to achieve superior
returns. Your decisions
1vill directly in1pact the
pcrforrr1ancc of our clients'
portfolios. Anti you'll
have a11 opportunity to
enhar1ce our reputation as
a leadir1g n1ulti-asset class
glolla) investrnent ma11ager.
and find <int n1ore
about tl1e rewarding
su111mer intern opportunities available at c:1Gr-:A
Investn1cnt :vtanagen1ent.
(~0111t'

CIGNA Investme11t
1'1anageme11t
•

l.011don

•

1okyo

Ready for the Challenge?
!11ten 1ieH1S

Event:

()11 - ( 7r1111JJ11s

Date:

Fri1fct.Y, Fe/Jruc1r;12.S, 200()

Submit
Resumes to: ( '1:11/er for Professio1111l Develo111111:11t

Visit us on the Web: www.cigna.,om/working/,ollege
'
we·w an eqdal o:;,pmturntv
ernployo1_M 1F;O,'V "C\GNA~ r'el rers to CIGNA Corp_or atl(ln •
anC'O! one 01 mare of i!s subs diaties._ Mus1 ernpioyens are employed by subs1d1a1,es c1c
C DNA Co1po,ao,.·in_ which vn:w<ae insUratite ard rel<'IH:ril prOOucts
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We invite you to participate in our co1r1pany inforn1ation session on campus
and meet so111e Howard Alu1nni ! ! ! !

When: February 22nd

The Tirne: 5:30pn1 to 7:00ptn
The Place: School of Business Student Lounge

•

Our People

. Ted Gresham Marketing ''I975,,
Natalie Swift Human Communications Studies ''.1998,,
Karen Walters M.B.A.(Management) ''.1999
Kalynn Jenkins (Currently Majoring in Management) Intern

uni

'
'
,.

'•

Free Gray IVlatter now!
.. .Banish the forces that threaten our brains.
Topple the tyranny of too many numbers.
Now you can get volcemail over the Internet and phone,
St: a minute calling and lots more.

''

'

So take control. Get the service that combines
/

your phone and messaging needs.

It's up to you, comrades!
•

Visit our tables or go to

www.ThinkLlnk.com to sign up•
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•

All HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full, the
Monday before publi'eation. Announcements by campus
organizations
for
.
.
meettngs, semmars or
non-profit are charged
•
di
•
d
al
d
as Ill Vl U S a Ver, , fi th
1:lsmg or e purpose

f

fl Q

•
anllOUnClllg a

Ser-

The Virtue Campaign 2000
Male/Female Relationships
Theme: WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO
WITHIT7
sponsored by TSA/Noonday Prayer
Feb. 8 10 & 12 2000

Georgia Avenue Kleaners Quiz-o-Rama
Question of the Week:
Who is the wealthiest Black person in
America under 30?

Happy 21st Birthday Fatima Newton!
Love, Ebonee

HilltQP Ne}YSWlDer

POSJ.tiOns avallable

AppJications are available in
the Uffice of Student Activities, Suite 117, Blackburn Center for Hilltop Editor-In-Chief
and Business Manager. Applications are available today thru
Feb. 14, 2000. Deadline for
11pplications is Feb. 14th @
IIf
2pm

µ ~ _ ___'.:______
Attention Students: We are looking fur
subjects who are majoring in Chemistry,
English, Fine Arts, History, or Political
Science to participate in a memory study.
Subjects will be paid $10 fur participation
in the study. If you are interested in participating in the memory study, please contact Sheketha Hauser at (703)31'-0-6727 or

pm,9pm
-s1a.1'bamCe111erHillwp
UIUIIP

,

Rap Session: Straight Tulk
me out and "Keep it real" about issues
from a biblical perspective
pm - 9pm
Location • Blackburn Center Hilltop
Lounge

National Council of Negro Women
presents
NCNWWeek
Feb. 13 - 19
Photo Contest - Cash prizes,
http://globalcommunityweek.netfirms.
com
Essay Contest - Cash prizes,
http: .. globalcommunityweek.netfirms.
com

1st Oeneial Meeting¥ J ~ club.

Feb 9, 2000
..
· i,·
Doyglals Hall Rm JOS 7pm

f

Phi Sigma Pi National Honor
Fraternity, Inc.
presents

ct>:ETI
Feb.13-18

e Achieven
y

,

'

8, 2000
Center
•

Howard University

•

, ,·
'

. ., ,. -' i

I

•

.

fi~\"

•

Howard
Negri], J at
M,11·ch 2ll-March 27

Power Point. 50-6- wpm. $10-$12/hour
2. Accounting Clerk - NP AIR General
ledger. MS Word, Excel. 40-50 wpm. $9.50$10.50/hour
3. Wordprocessor - MS Word, Excel, Powerpoint 65-85 wpm. $11.50-$12.50/hour
. Administrative Assistant - I yr. experience, MS Word, Exoel, Access, Powerpoint
50-60wpm. $11-$12.50/hour
5. Data Entry Clerk - 10,000 key strokes, 60
wpm, data base management, Access,
Excel. $9-$10.50/how:
Public Relations Students interested in
working with a clothing company. Fax
inquiries to 301-516-9549

-·------.
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MARCll2000

;h~'>ii;~~:.Ji~~~~~ ~e'.~i>k from the fiEasthCoast that didn't ask me' i~J.road hones

I

'

(across from the School of Business)
Cap City
Negro League Collection
World's Freshest Baseball Caps
(202)722--0701
Outside DC
1-80()..223-TAJO
Lose up to 20 Lbs
in one month
All Natural - Guaranteed Results
Call Sofia 202-588-7021

For Sale - '92 Ford Festiva - Automatic well maintained some new parts - 2 DRAC-4 Cyl - White - best offer
(301)404-9105
Spend the 2000 Presidential Election With
Us http://policy.rutgers.edu/dpp/

··
· ·
my res man year,
2. This is for my Adanta folks who haven't beard Pastor Troy .since tb~ were ,t
' ' '
'
... , -~:L!l (. l;·, ~-~r.,t' .. ~ . '~ . :
home, WE READ\'.' ' '
.
), This Is for my Teus people that don't 11ndenta:nd why UGK never goes
platinum.
•• , '4. This ii for my people from New Orleans because they been Jamming (aiib· , r
Money since UNLV "dragaed em in tile river.''
._
!. This is for my people from Florida because y'all were rofking Bentley's way,
before Jay-Z.
6.: TIiis is for my people from Califomia because we are going to bang the sb#t
outta ORE at the party••• Explosive.
7, This ii for my people from Detroit tbat dance to JIT in tile clubs at home.
8. This is for everybody In Chicago tbat·gi.;;tt up on Twilight Tone.
9. This ii for anyone from the Dirty South that doesn't undentand wby people
from the Eut Coast stare at you and don't say RL
10. This for my people from Tennessee that have 8 Ball & MJG's 111 album, before
Coming Out Bard.
II. This is for anybody that miue., their radio station at home.
12. This is for Tupac and Biggie.
13. Thill is for the Frabman cuz they have no idea what DSB is.
14, Tlals for.all ay people-that came to the first hou$t party on Holmead Place wbea
we dejayed with two portable CD playen, a mixer ud some house speak.en.
• ·· 15. This is for my ghetto motberfu#Sen
16•.This is for Missy Elliot saying it at the beginning of the song.
17. This is for all the girls that get weak when they see D'Aogelo's video because one
day my body is going to look like that too.
IS. This is for everybody that already knows "How it Feels.''
19. This is for the beautiful people
. 1
. • •• and the ugly people too.
20. Thia is fof anyone who saw ''Beach Party the Movie" and wants to know what
· · '
· ·
happened in the Ja~uzzi.
2,1. 11tis is for the people that don't say I curse too much.
22. This is for J>eople who love parties that are so off the.hook•.•even the pretty girls
'i '' '
·.
get otrthe waU and shake that a??!
-~

Need a website or animaiion? Call Style
EFX (202)319-1089
Need Ayera or Posters? Call Style EFX
(202319- I089

• ••

!

•

.,

..

'

..

.
\

'

Sylvia's New Stylists
Perms ............................................ $30
T-up...............................................$25
Shampoo & Blow-dry. .................$20 & up
Shampoo & set............................. $20 & up
Pin-up ............................................ $25 & up
Cuts ..... ,.........................................$7.50 & up
Colora ............................................ $7.50 & up
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday 3013
Georgia Ave., NW Washington; DC
Thi: 202-726-1537

:Southern Player's Reunion 3.10.2000
Southern Player's Picnic 3.11.2000
'
\

• •

<
·'

•

,.

1
;.
·' '

For Sale/Services
Georgia Avenue Kleaners
presents
Black History Month Quiz-o-Rama!
Your knowledge plus your dirty clothes
could equal
$SO of FREE dry cleaning
come in today!

,

•

Student with exceptional skills in writing or
literature is needed to proof read documents.
Great pay, call (301)949-1761 between 9am
to6pm, M-F
tu ents
Local company expanding creates immediate need for area representatives work in fun
environment while making a difference.
People skills a plus (703)256-7949

~~

....,. .

,;'~J!! 3:,.-~·;··i~f}.

$1500 )Yeekly potential mailing our circulars. No experience Required. Free infu
packet Call 202-452-5940.

Need a DJ? Call Style EFX (202)319-1089

'

'

•

•

Students, Faculty, Staff
Top prices paid for used and unwanted
'lextbooks. TAJ Book Service
202,722-0701
Outside DC
1-80()..223-TAJO

Attention: All Pharmacy, Nursing, and
Allied Health Sciences students and staff.
The 1999-2000 student council will be
holding a mix and mingle Thurs. Feb. I 0
@ 5pm in the Numa PG Adams lobby.
Free food, door prizes ·and music.
---------NCNW
General Body Meeting
WEd., FEb. 9, 2000
6:30pm Blackburn Center Forum

'

Happy Birthday .
Tiffany!! E'i:ljoy' '.
it girl! (only 7
years _u ntil 30)!! ,.,. ·:

'

America's Promise needs the
brothers at Howard University to
step up. We are in need of male
mentors for the boys who participate in our program. Every Saturday, we bring 40 students from
MacFllrland Middle School and
Bruce Monroe Elementary School
to campus to participate in a special program which helps to point
them in the right direction. We
meet every Saturday from 11am to
2pm in the Blackburn Center.
Those interested should contact the
Office of Student Activities at 8067000 or email Cleve Mesidor at
cmesidor@howard.edu

erence ·'·

•

•

Students, volunteer with us! The Audubon
Naturalist Society needs volunteers fur its
School Ecology Project in DC public el<>mentary schools. Opportunities include
team teaching ecology once a week during
the school day, read-aloud program fur one '
send me an e•mail at
hour a week or a weekend garden project.
shauser@Howard.edu. Please include
Experience is not necessary. Call Barbara at
name, major, and a number where you can (301)652-9188 x18 fur details.
be reached in the e-mail.
Marketing Rep-Posting promotional material on campus bulletin boards. Ae,tible
hours. (800)592-2121 ext 123.
•

'l'he . 8

To the Top-Sbotta °'"'4 man lilcc Nero,
Chris, Brandon, Jose, Keenan '\es I!
Negri! here we come!
, .
-

. ·ce, buying or selling vmue 0u11pa1gn aa11y
"Whi11'1 l.ove Goe 'lb Do Wid! 1(/"
are charged $5 for the fealurinJ: Hip Hop, a&s & much more
Clual Spcalr&!t: Steve fitthugb powermoves
filfSt 20 WOrdS and $1 ,Foo11er;DenverBronro ·
7
for every additional pml.oolllon:RanldnMernoria!ChapeJ
. tian Party
five words. Local 9pm-lam
•
ocation: Hilltop Lounge
companies
are
For Rent
charged $10 for the
Sm. Rm. fur rent. Share house and utils w/
frrst 20 words and $2 two other HU students. 'l\vo blocks from
HU. $305 + I mon. deposit Call 703-449for every five words 74 or 301-587-2451 after 5pm.
thereafter. Personal ,__ _H-el_p_W:_an-ted
_ __
ads are $2 for the first
Tump-to-Perm
Days only!
hours 9-5
10 words and $1 for
Great Benefits!
every additional five
Start lmmediately!
Call Graphmatics (202)928-2571
I. Program Asst - MS Word, Excel, Access
words.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The College of Arts &Sciences Student Council and
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chapter Presents:
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